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PR IC E 4 C E N T S

The R e m in g to n
Cuba f i n d th em
the

c l o aeat

s h o o tin g black
p o w d e r shells.

INEW
CLUB
SHOT SHELLS
’Tlie Sliell W ith a Nickname”
/L
proud of the fact that gunners have
W nick-named our black powder loads. To go
around the country and hear them talk about
" I he O ld Reliable Vellow Shells” feels as good as a
cheery greeting and a slap on the back.

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

N e w C lu b S h e lls a re really th e p re m ie r b la c k p o w d e r
s h e lls o f this c o u n tr y — S ta n d a rd fo r o v e r 50 years.

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

1 h e N o . 2 P rim e r g iv e s a s n a p p y ig n itio n — su rer a n d
q u i c k e r th a n y o u u su a lly fin d in b l a c k p o w d e r sh ells.

GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATH IN G, AU TO IN G

For results in your shooting;, rifle or shotgun—get Remington*
CMC ammunition—with tlje Red Ball Mark on every box.
A sk the livest dealer in this community. He carries them.

W rite fo r Booklet that will tell You all about it.

Rem ington Arm s-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
299 B r o a d w a y
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N ew Y ork

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

fc\iddledam, Maine

?

Mr. Chandler caught a 7-pound salmon,
and now they are all trying to catch
% the mate to it.
jjj*
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. .t.
Clemont R. Hoopes of Elkins Park,
► Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4 *
Penn., has reeled in for this season,
1
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
and it was a great sight to see the fish
JOSEPH H. W H IT E , Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
he caught which he kept alive in the
pool. There were six record trout and
salmon, weighing from three pounds to
6 1-2 pounds each and Mr. Hoopes will
come back next spring and try to catch
.
GRAFT’S CAMPS.
KENNCBAGO, MAINE
them again, for he only killed three he
<
Will open for' Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
caught, and the others were all return
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
!
bath. Write for information, tTain service etc.
ed to the lake.
If there were more
ED GRAN T & SON CO.
fishermen who caught as many and
killed as few as Mr. Hoopes, there
would not be any need o f a fish hatchery
to keep the fishing good in the Rangeark, N. J., and W. G. Moore of East leys.
Orange, N. J., who have been annual
Wm. J. Stewart of Boston, who has
guests since Mr. Ellis opened these
fished these waters for more than 30
camps are here for a three weeks’ so
years and had Philbrick Gile for guide,
journ, Archie Lufkin and Charles Pynn
is here again this season, accompanied
guides. They are having fine fishing
by John K. M. Farquhar o f the same
Annual Guests Ever Since First and a 6 1-2 pound salmon is the big one city, and they plan to remain until a f
to date. The party are now at Kenter the Fourth.
Opening Camps
nebago for a two days’ trip.
Y
X

One o f the best all around fishing and h u n tin g cam ps in the R angeleys. Lake,
P ond and Stream fishing all near the cam ps. T he five mile river affords the best o f
fly-fishing. C am ps with or w ithout bath room . ]?or particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN , Middledam, Maine.

SEASO N

OF

1914

Individual Camps, R o ck Fire-places. F iy and Bait Fishing. Lake and Stream Fishin g fo r T rou t.

T e le p h o n e .

D aily Mail.

W rite for B ooklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.

Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars w rite or address

L. E. B O W LE Y,
I Mountain View,
® *
*
I

B L A K E S L E E L AK E G A M P S

A TRUE SPORTSMAN
RETURNS HOME

Mountain View House
s
$

►
k

Maine.

‘

James Ritchie of Toronto, Canada,
has taken Camp Eilis for his vacation
days. Mr. Ritchie does not intend to
miss coming to these lakes every year,
June 23, 1914.
even if he has sold his camp. Herbert
This is ideal weather, just what every
Lufkin is his guide and the 3 pound
one has been looking for, and here on
trout he landed was a beauty.
the lake shore at the foot o f Bald
Mountain a contented and happy com- j Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Gates of Dixfield
pany are enjoying life.
I came up in their automobile for the
week-end and caught a fine string of
A t “ Stratton's Camps’ ’ George Hut
fish to take home.
chins, a leading lawyer in Mexico and
The flag is flying at Camp Haverhill,
his bride, nee Miss Louise Martin, have
the handsome new log camp of Mr. and
been passing their honeymoon.
Mrs. E. Foster Clark of North A ttle
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carroll o f Rumboro, Mass., who with their son, Mas
ford are now in camp for a few days.
ter James F. Clark, arrived this week
Over at the Oxford Bear Club Hon.
for the summer. Nat Ellis their old
and Mrs. George D. Bisbee of Rumford
guide is with them.
are passing some weeks. Their son
Prop. Ellis has just received a tele"
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bisbee j
were with them for the week-end and giam telling him to have breakfast
ready for a party o f ten people from
Mrs. Bisbee had an hour’s sport with a
Wellesley, Mass., who will be here
gam y 4 1-2 pound salmon that she will
next Saturday morning, coming on the
not soon forget. The fighter came out
first night train out of Boston for
of the water seven times before he was
Oquossoc. This new train leaving Bos
brought to net.
Messrs. Carroll W. Morrill and Wm. ton every Friday night during the sum
H. Stevens, with Ernest Demerritt mer, promises to be very popular with
guide, have had great fishing for ten many, whose families will spend the
days.
They had good fishing and season at the Rangeleys, for they can
caught plenty o f 2-pounders and three now spend Saturday and Sunday here
that weighed 3-pounds each, and two and be back in Boston in time for busi
ness on Monday morning.
3-pound trout.
Mr., and Mrs. E. M. Harlow of Dix
H. K. Stearns o f Hebrop, accompan
panied by Prof. M. C. Joy, Prof. A. L. field had great luck fishing here this
Field, C. C. Dwyer and Vivian Bearce last week. Mr. Harlow caught a pair
are now at Camp Hebron for a of trout that anyone would be proud of.
ten days’ stay and they report good One weighed 5 pounds and the other
fishing, a 3-pound salmon the largest 4 pounds.
yet.
Camp Manhattan is taken for two
Fredrick C. Allen o f Brooklyn, N. weeks by a party o f four gentlemen
Y ., Louis Hannock, Wm. Rock o f New- who are having a great outing. They
are Dr. Eugene H. Andrews of Bruns
wick, Selden G. Barrett of Sumner, E.
W. Chandler o f W est Sumner and F.
A. Dunham o f West Peru. They came
and mofcha wanted for colleges. Highest prices paid. Outdoor
on Saturday night and the next morn
summer work. Get complete book of instructions an details.
Send 2c stomp. JAMBS SINCLAIR, Entomologist. Dept. 9,
ing, just to show the party how to fish,
Los Angeles Cal.
(Special Correspondence.)
Bald Mountain Camps,

•

TO LET FOR THE SEASON OF 1914

*

This large, elegant Summer C ottage, com pletely furnished and
equipped for housekeeping. Location the best on Rangeley Lake. For
complete description and terms, apply to
.

Furbish & Herrick,

Rangeley, Maine.

^
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RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a
high tableland in
N O R T H E R N M A IN E
^'th an ideal climate fo r the summer vacationist, being situated approxim ately
sOOO feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
^ater, snvigorating air; with the best o f accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and com fortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts fo r those
preferring this class o f amusement.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
feues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be furnls<ied upon application to

F. N. BEAL,

General Passenger Agent,

Phillips, Maine.

BUTTERFLIES

NEW TOWER
BEING ERECTED
The Oxford County Citizen says:
“ C. C. Murphy, Deputy Forest Warden
of Rangeley, in-conjunction with D iv
ision Roadmaster C. S. Osgood of the
Maine Central Railroad, has arranged
for guarding against forest fires, so
far as possible, by a patrol of the
most exposed or hazardous districts
along the line of the Maine Central
tracks between Houghton and K ennebago. It is also understood that the
Motive Power
department
of
the
Maine Central has equipped all loco
motives operating over the district
mentioned, with the newest and best
device obtainable for fire prevention.
Warden Murphy states that the For
est Department of the State is erect
ing a 36 foot observation tower of
steel at Saddleback Mountain, east of
Rangeley.
This mountain top is at
an elevation of 4,000 feet above sea
level. Another steel
tower,
24 feet
high is to be erected on Kennebago
Mountain, to replace a wooden tower
in use. This tower will have a six foot
high house of wood on top for shelter
of the Forest Observer, who will be
connected with the outside world by
telephone. Kennebago Mountain top
stands at an elevation of 3,650 feet,
and from the peak many miles of
forest area in every direction can be
seen, the object being to detect fires
starting and getting men
into the
district promptly. Some idea may be
had of what it means to erect these
observation towers, when it is known
that all material must be carried on
the backs of men a distance of two
and o *e-half miles
through
forest
trails and up the mountain sides.”
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“ Making Good”
W e realize that what you are inter
ested in is improving your own scores;
and this is simply to show you how our
gun is'steadily, quietly, and consistent
ly “ making good its reputation for im 
proving individual scores that we give
a brief list of really important recent

272a r/in
Winnings
M issouri S ta te Sh oot
State Championship 99x100
High Amateur Average 481x500—96.20 per
cent by W . L. Mulford

N e b ra sk a S ta te Sh o ot
State Championship 95x100
by D. B. Thorpe

N ew Y o rk S ta te S h o o t

High over all. June 9.159x160—99 per cent
High over all. June 10, 118x120-98.80 per cent
Second General Average, 430x440—97per cent
by H om er Clark

Id ah o S ta te Sh o ot
High Professional—557x575
High on all Targets—580x600—96 2 3 per cent
L ong Runs—121 straight. 104 straight
by Frank C. Riehl

Penn. S ta te Sh o ot
High Professional—575x600—95 5-6 per cent
by W . B. Darton

T e x a s S ta te Shoot
H igh over all—571x590—96.78 per cent
by H. J. Borden
You will like our new 20 gauge hammerless
take down repeater—5 shots; 5 7-8 pounds; mat
ted barrel; 25 or 28 inch barrel; using 2 3-4 as
well as 2 1-2 inch shells. Circular on request, or
complete 128 page gun catalog for three cents
postage,

77ze 7 /7 trr//sz /ir e a r sn s, Co,\
33 WILLOW STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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Reports come from J. P. York's
camps at Square Lake, Me., that the
fishing is good and has been for sev
eral weeks. William Martin of Houlton, Me. caught an eight pound sal
mon; Horace Briggs of Stockholm, Me.
landed a 4 lb. trout, and Mrs. Arthur
Hayden of Boston landed an 11 lb.
togue. A large number of salmon and
trout have been taken out of Square
Lake by a number of parties. William

bi^e very well then, equally as well
as at any other hour, this may really
be said to be the preferable part of
the day for the sport. But it cannot
be denied that the late hours of the
afternoon,
and
more
particularly
sunset and dusk, offer some tip-top
opportunities. It is a great time for
insects to come out and
skim
the
water, and the varieties of fish that
make a meal off such food are more
alert then than earlier in the day.
They do not always
bite, however,
when they are alert, and a carefullycast fly may bring n,o Results at all
when many fish are jumping, which
is one of the many anomalies that go
to make fishing so interesting. And it
is this same persistent characteristic
of the sport which makes it next to
impossible to settle any of the debated
points. It’s club-house casting at best,
all of it.— Springfield Republican.

trout, 3, 4 and 414 lbs., 5 salmon, 2 1/i,
4 and 4p2 'lbs., 1 togue, 5 lbs. A. J.
Wilson, S trout, 3, 3 \ 2 and 4V? lbs. L.
B. Jewell, 4 trout, 2 V2 and 4y2 lbs. Di.
Chase, 2 trout, 3 and 5 lbs. Dr. Stirk,
2 trout, 0 V2 and 4 lbs.
Mr. Walton
and J. Oelbermann, 3 trout, 1 salmon
4 lbs. Dr. Stevens 3 trout, 2 y2 and 5
lbs.
C. C. Whitcomb, 4 trout.
Mr
Eames and Mr. Jewell, S trout, 3, 3 l/2
apd 5V2 lbs., 4 salmon, 3 and 5V2 lbs.
A. J. Wilson, 1 salmon, 0 lbs.
WHAT

IS B E S T T I M E

TO

F IS H ?

Do Fish See Man on Bank?— O r is
Early Morning Preferable to E a rly
Evening?
Fishing probably has about it more
wholesome two-sided points for de
bate than any other sport. There is
the salt water against the fresh, the
bait against the lure,
the
dry fly
against the wet,
wading
upstream
against wading downstream, bass ver
sus trout, and so
on ad infinitum.
Each of these questions, however, b e 
comes debatable only when specialists
get together. The devotee of the one
style waxes warm at hearing another
hobby upheld. But there are points to
angling which affect everyone who
fishes, regardless of bait, tackle, water
or kind of fish. Of such
questions
the two most frequently brought up
seem to be whether a dull day is
better than a bright one, and whether
it is better to fish at sunrise, just a f
ter sunrise, late in the afternoon, et
cetera, et cetera, etc.
The pi’eference between fishing on
a fair day or fishing in the rain is apt
to depend on the degree of one’s pas
sion for angling. The genial old soul
that
never forgets the
bottle
of
“snake bite” for the day’ s outfit and
prefers to loll around in the stern of
a boat waiting for the red top of a
gaudy bobber to
disappear bottom ward, leaving a trail of little silvery
bubbles in its course is seldom
a
rainy-day
fisherman.
James,
aged
eight, is on the other hand, never so
happy as when there are signs of rain
on a morning during summer vaca
tion. He is the firmest of believers in
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EXCITING BATTLE
ON WHARF
Portland Man

Catches

Monster

Salmon at Mingo.
(Special to Maine W oods)
Mingo
Springs,
Rangeley, Maine,
June 16— Just as the various peo
ple
here
who
had
been
eating
breakfast were moving about pre
paratory to beginning the day’s du
ties today, a thrill of intense excite
ment moved swiftly through the en
tire place.
“John 2d,” the bell boy,
came flying into the room, his face anci
voice expressing astonished wonder*,
“AIL come out and see Mr. Carter land
his big fish from the wharf,” he cried.
"H e has just about got a whale, 1
guess.”
Thereupon,
we who were
standing about began to file rapidly
down the walk to the float.
On the
wharf stood J. A. D. Carter of Con
gress street, Portland, Me., putting up
the prettiest fight I have ever w it
nessed with a monster salmon. Never

O U T L Y IN G
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PONDS A T

W EST

“he has wonderful staying qualities,”
and a few such skillful methods soon
brought him to net and he was a gor
geous green, black-backed salmon with
great big, black spots as large as a
nickel on his silvery sides, while his
great fins and tail looked like small
Japanese fans as they stuck up out of
the water, cleaving along, while the
fish was bodily submerged.
He will
do to start the ‘ record list,” says some
one. “ You bet he will,” says our gen
ial proprietor, C. -H. Cole, and Mr. Car
ter proceeded to his casting as un
ruffled as though no unusual happen
ing had disturbed the morning hours,
so far as he was concerned. Mr. Car
ter’s big fish weighed a trifle .under
9 lbs. and will go to grace the platter
of a famous physician in .New York,
who no doubt will wish he could have
witnessed the capture that thrilled and
spelled for 11s the words genuine spqjt.

easy to note how -wide the difference
And God bless me, every s u rfa ce
hair that I have seen
on the f our
darkest ones
is as black as a coal
with a silver tip, and the other fo u r
of the same litter are turning much
better than I ever expected they
would. I have had some pictures taken
of them, but at this writing they are
not finished, but will furnish the Maine
Woods with one in the near future
so' if the editor will allow it s p a c e in
its esteemed columns, all of its readers will be permitted to' look at a pjc.
ture of a handsome
litter of baby
foxes.

I do not feel rich by having what
is termed as extremely good lu c k 'in
finding these puppies, and of course
do not expect to have such stock as
I am going to mention in the first
quality Prince Edward Island silver
foxes for breeding
purposes which
rose from $10,000 per pair in O ctober
1912 to $13,000 per pair in January
1913 and from April 1913 to $18,000
in June 1913 and a single female fox
has produced 40 descendants within
several years. The average weight of
a healthy specimen is 11 to 12 pounds
and they are certainly in a class by
East Sumner, Me.
themselves as to other
animals by
JunelB, 1914
; weight, even considering the Jersey
To the Editor of Maine W oods:
A few weeks ago I wrote an a; ti cattle.
de for the Sun, about the capture if
The record price for any pelt of a
what I then supposed to be a valu
fur bearing animal w as for an Island
able litter of baby foxes, and spoke , black fox skin and is said to have
about some of them being very dark been between $3,800 and $3,900; this
in color and as Silver Foxes are very price was at a second sale.
rare in this section of the state, and
My little daughter
Alice J u lia 11
the Sun a daily of very wide circula years old wants me to tell the Maine
tion, the news spread like wild fire. Woods that she recently
caught a

Mr. Atkins the well known trapper
and guide is entertaining .Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper from Bridgeport, Conn. They
plan to go up soon to Billy Soule’s new
camps at Millmagasett for two weeks
or more. Mr. Cooper plans to stay all
summer.

BARTLETT WRITES
ABOUT FOXES

As the writer is known as a sort of brook trout here in the twenty mile
acting, walking and talking enclyo- river that weighed two pounds and
pedia, for a number of sporting m ag two ounces and measured 1414 inches
azines and
newspapers,
several of in length, about 20 people saw the
them copied my letter as published trout and they all say it is the largby the Sun.
est one ever 'taken from the river.
And the public very quickly began
Yours respectfully
to come, old and young, from far and
Emerson P . Bartlett

CARRY

Ingraham of Bristol, Conn., being one the theory that the number of fish in |once, or for an instant did I observe
of the lucky fishermen, getting 41 lbs. the stream and their hunger is in an inch of slack line, while the reei
in three days. Fly fishing bids fair to direct ratio to the number of clouds zipped and hummed, alternating with
in the sky.
the steady turn of the handle, as Mr.
b.e good through June and July, as a
There is, of course, a great deal of Carter brought his fish back again and
number are now using the fly with
basis for the cloudy day preference. again, near enough for us to see his
good results.
No one who has ever walked along gleaming sides and silvery scales. He
A. J. Wilson, proprietor, Outle
the edge of a trout stream or fished was a fighter from the moment the
house and camps, Moosehead, Me., ad
from a bridge where the game was hook sunk ruthlessly into his jaw and
vises that the following guests have
visible in the water beneath can deny it was a sight to stir the pulse of the
registered at his hotel and camps: G.
that fish see. W h a t they see is more most phlegmatic fisherman to see him
H. Stevens, Marlboro, Mass.; H. C.
of a question. That they see the fig rush, then sulk away at the bottom of
Dunham, Woban, Mass.; J. H. Adair
ure of the fisherman as he is is doubt the lake. Up, up and flash! out of the
and C. C. Whitcomb of New York;
ful. The most generally accepted the water he comes! Away again— first
Chas. S. Ashley and J. Dawson of New
ory is that they see only shadows, here and then there, working- danger
Bedford, Mass.; E. Parks and A. H ol
cast on the surface of the water. If ously near the ragged rocky founda
brook of Newport; Mr. and Mrs. Mction of the new wharf in process of
eKe of Orono, Me.; Horacell Cristy, this is so the shadow seen by the fish
construction. There are many of them
is
invisible
to
the
human
eye,
for
they
Worcester, Mass.; Miss G. H. H am 
here and the water is deep. Mr. S a l
mett, Troy, N. Y . ; H. A. Eames, L. B will dart away when one standing on
mon evidently wants to cut the line,
the
bank
feels
certain
he
has
kept
out
Jewell of Hartford, Ct.; Mr. and Mrs.
to relieve the intense strain that never
John ’C ross of Lawrence, M ass.; Dr. of sight completely. This may be due
for an instant is allowed to slacken.
to
sound,
or
to
a
delicate
responsive
F. L. Chase, Dr. J. C. Stirk, J. Oel
Zip goes the reel and away goes 50.
bermann and W alton of Philadelphia. ness to vibrations. Accurate statistics)
|yes, 100 feet of line at a rush.
Mr.
would be interesting, but in a gen eral;
The fishing is found excellent her,
way it* would seem as though success Carter, cool, steady, self-possessed,
and fly fishing is now good where his
speaks in a quiet voice, "Guess he
guests enjoy fishing off the dam only and failures were about evenly divid thinks he v*ill cross the la k e !” But, no.
ed
between
bright
days
and
dark
a few feet from the hotel and camps.
"There he comes,” cries a dozen voices
Many salmon are being caught, th • onej.
and my heart leaped up in my throat,
As
to
the
choice
between
early
largest weighing 7 lbs. taken by W .
almost choking me, when I saw the
J. Robinson.
Among the lucky ones morning and other times of day, it monster gleaming and shimmering ip
may
be
taken
as
fact
from
the
first
at these camps recently were: Mr
the sunlight. “Ten pounds,’ says one.
Barnum, 5 trout, 3% and 4 lbs., 3 lak that the middle of the day is a very "E igh t.” says a careful “ hedger,” who
poor
time
for
fishing.
Almost
the
only
ers, 1 salmon, 4 lbs.
Mr. Eames, 2
is afraid to voice his convictions that
salmon, 5 and 5% lbs.
Mr. Bullock, occasion when this may be said not this fish does wreigh much more. “ Some
6 trout, 3, 31/2 and 4 ^ lbs., 3 lakers, to hold true is on a day when the sky fish,” says the man who is afraid to
midday
is
just
3% and 4 lbs., 1 salmon, 5 lbs. Miss is overcast. Then
guess at all. "Y es, he will go all «f
. H. Hammett, 13 trout, 2 to 5 lbs., 1 about as good a time for fishing as eight,” says Mr. Carter and there was
laker, 4 lbs, J. B. W ing, 11 trout, 2 any other. Just after sunrise is cer
a quiet assurance in his voice, such as
3% and 4V2 lbs., 5 salmon, 3^ 3Vi and tainly the pleasantest time of the day men have who know. “ Well, we must
4% lbs., 1 laker 3Vi lbs. J. Cross, 3 to fish, and because the fish usually
give him some air,” says the nimrod,

mal will weigh, naturally these p e o p le
did not buy and of course n o one
blames them either, for if they turned
trump of course they would win, and
on the other hand if the surface hair
of these foxes
turned up red it ig

LAKE.

near, to see this litter of fox pups,
and at this writing there have been
ovbV 200 people here to see them, and
only three of these people had ever
seen a litter of young foxes even red
ones, as small as these tvere when I
first got them.
After looking at the puppies about
two minutes 98 per cent of these vis
itors asked me what I fed them on.
Now they have meat of some kind,
hedgehog, woodchuck, fowl or fish, for
their breakfast every
morning
and
bread and milk at night and all are
growing like little pigs, and are im 
proving
in color,
consequently
in
value fast.

FINE FISH RECORD
AT PICKF0RDS
(Speciall to Maine Woods.)
P I C K F O R D ’S C A M P S
Rangeley Lake, Me., June 15—Fish
ing is very good at the present tim
a
and guests are arriving daily.
Following is the fish record at Pickford’s from June 7 to June 14:
J. A. Perkins, salmon 3 lbs., 2% lhs.‘.
trout 1% lbs.
M. B. Haven, salmon 5, 4V&. 3, 5, 5*4»
6, 3% , 6% , 0 % lbs.; trout, 1, 1 lb.
F. T. Partridge, salmon, 2]4 lbft;
trout, 1, 1, 1 lb.

I, priced them on two occasions be
fore their surface hair started, but as
John Lowell, salmon, 3 ^ , 4*4,
it is in the quality of the goods, that
lbs.; trout, 1, 1, 1, 1 lb.
counts in foxes and not what the aniD. F. Appel, salmon, 2V2 lbs.
V. A. Hough, salmon, 3% lbs.
Late arrivals at Fickford’s campsMrs. Elizabeth Ludeke, Miss Heis®
(Continued on page 7.)

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

TAXIDERMISTS
U. W . P IC K K Ii,
TAXIDERM IST
Dealer in Sporting: Goode. Fishing T»dd<>
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGELEY.
MAIN!

Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camps
New reading matter, interesting:.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and the popular dtmai d was
»o (Treat for a second edition that we published
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
Phillips, Me.

“ Monmouth Moccasiits”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue fre«'

JH. L. (i ETC KELL CO©

Monmouth,

.

.

.

M»w*
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FIND BEAVER
UNDER A TREE

W h y P ay Extra for
D rie d -U p Tobacco?

Many Seen In the Locality of Reddington Last Fall

I

G E N U IN E

PALM ER

W aterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALM ER who
for over thirty years has made
the best moccasins in North
America.

In complete assortment for immediat
delivery.
(Special to Maine W oods.)
Kingfield, June 17, 1914.
Ray W oodcock, Joe Mitchell and I
T h a t ’s w h a t y o u do w h e n y o u b u y chopped-up
TRADE!
M A RK
to b ac co in a tin, b a g o r foil w ra p p in g . Y o u p a y e x tr a Harry Chipman o f Carrabasset were
for the p a c k a g e — a n d g e t d ried -u p to b a c co th a t b u m s fa s t going from Mr. W oodcock’s house to
Catalogue on request
Reddington Pond, three miles away on
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.
an d hot an d b ite s y o u r to n g u e.
a fishing trip a few days ago when
W h e n y o u b u y S ick le P lu g y o u g e t more to b acco , they ran onto a beaver under a tree at
b ecau se th e re ’ s no p a c k a g e to p a y for. Y o u g e t better Reddington stream near the pond. The
BOSTON, MASS.
STYLE 40 1-2
tobacco, b e c a u se all th e fla v o r a n d m o istu re a re pressed beaver did not seem frightened and
into the p lu g , an d kept there b y th e n a tu ra l le a f w ra p p er. Mr. W oodcock got near enough to him
to take the picture.
$50,000 I N I T I A L F U N D R A I S E D F O R
Y o u w h ittle a pipeful o ff th e p lu g a s y o u n eed it— an d
The men walked along to the pond
S H O O T IN G T O U R N A M E N T A T
y o u ’re a lw a y s su re o f fresh to b a c c o th a t b u m s slowly, and here they found another beaver
T H E P A N A M A P A C IF IC IN 
and sm o k e s cool an d sw e e t.
under a rock on the shore which’ they
T E R N A T IO N A L EXPO S
caught
in
their
hands,
by
the
hind
legs
C o n v en ien t an d eco n o m ical. D o esn ’t cro w d y o u r
I T I O N OF
1915.
p ock et— n o to b ac co spilled a n d w a ste d . Try Sickle today and held up by the tail for another
picture.
This beaver they kept |for
Among the important events that
— y o u r d e a le r sells it.
about half an hour and then let him will attract attention among men Many Familiar Faces Among the
go.
of all nations at the Panama- Pa
Guests.
Last fall there were many beavers in cific International Exposition
to
this locality.
open
in San Francisco
February
Redidngton Pond is about 13 miles 20^h, 1915, is the grand prize shooting
Poland
Spring,
Maine,
Saturday
from Kingfield.
tournament under the auspices
of June 20— The books are full at Poland
the San Francisco
International Spring and the season well under way
B A D - S M E L L I N G S K U N K Shooting Festival Association to be for golfers and fishermen. More of the
COMMON
held in Shell Mound Park from Aug visitors at each of the hotels are re
ust 8th to September 26th, 1915 for turning early than ever before, and
Mr. D. F. Lantz, assistant biolog
which event the association has ap- many are taking advantage of the
ist at the department of agriculture,
. . ,
.
„ i
*
.
, -propriated $50,000. in prizes for n, excellent fishing in the Poland Lakes.
at W ashington, has just now issued T .
* .
*
beginning. The tournament will in Over 200 pounds of lake trout were
under date o f June 4, 1914, Farmer’s
clude contests for soldiers,, sailors, taken from the lakes by visitors dur
Bulletin Number 587, which
treats
veterans, peace officers, civilians, ing the month of May and the early
exclusively o f the common and mal
militia, cadets, students, members of part of June, and the opening of the
odorous skunk. Mr. Lantz as much
FOX F A R M I N G IN furs is decreased and the fox Is the as possible divests his very factual rifle and pistol clubs and marksmen bass season on Tuesday o f this week
RESULTS OF
only wild furbearer which can thus tale of all technical wordings, con of all nations and countries, irres ■was celebrated by Mr. Geo. W . Elkins
P. E. I
»of Elkins Park, Pa., and Mr. S. B.
far be produced in captivity, the in fining him self as much as possible pective of affiliations.
Stinson of Philadelphia with a catch
dustry
has
real
economic
signifiThe
tournament
will
include
con
The legislative A ssem bly o f Prince
to simple and plain words, such as
tests with rifles, pistols and revolv of ten fish weighing 14 pounds. Mr.
Edward Island passed twenty-nine can ce
farmers can understand.
and Mrs. Mortimer M. Singer o f New
public acts during 1913, the tw o most
Considering the skunk as a valu ers; short and long ranges, natural
York were also successful on Tues
and
artificial
light
and
an
endless
important relatin g to the fox tax and
able fur-bearing mammal, it is now
day, bringing in a string o f three fish
variety
of
weapons
and
targets.
the autom obile traffic. T he tax on
one of three costly fur-bearers exist
which totalled five pounds.
The
association
is
composed
of
fox pups w as placed at 1 per cent,
ing in any numbers upon this con
the
leading
shooting
societies
of
the
Am ong the minor changes at Po
of their value, and under this arran
tinent.
The other two are the
Pacific
Slope,
working
harmonious
land
Spring this year is the addition
gement the Island governm ent col
A party o f Augusta gentlemen in mink and the muskrat, neither one
ly with but one object in view—to to the Ricker Estate of the residence
lected over $37,000 during the sum
o
f
which
can
survive
for
long
if
the
w hich were A. N. Soule, W . E.
make the tournament the most suc formerly known as the “ Campbell
m er of 1913.
Swift, H. H. Stuart and Charles D. farm ers continue to drain their cessful in history.
Cottage’’ which was the property of
T he island's esoteric fox industry W hite,
swamplands.
Indeed,
the
mink
al
returned
Sunday
evening
The $50,000 appropriated by the as Philadelphia visitors until this year.
was responsible fo r much of the gen from a brief visit to Pleasant pond, ready approaches utter extinction
a The cottage is now occupied by Mr.
eral
atm osphere
o f prosperity. Caratunk, m aking the journey by because o f the very high price paid sociation for prizes is merely
starter.
T
o
that
sum
may
he
added
and Mrs G.arret A. Hobart Jr., of
W hatever m ay be true as to the ul-. automobile. N o statement was made for its fur by the dealers, though
perhaps Paterson, N. J., who arrived for the
timate soundness or unsoundness of, regarding the trlp except that they the muskrat stands a far better fully as much more and,
the silver-black fox breeding m ove had an enjoyable time but as Pleas chance o f the two, because it gives twice as much contributed by indiv season the first of the month. Mrs. «G.
and A. Hobart, Sr., is at the Poland Spring
ment, it resulted in tb e influx o f tw o ant pond is among the fam ous fish birth to many litters of young in a iduals, firms and corporations
by
shooting
societies
that
will
send
House for her usual season visit.
or th ree m illion s o f dollars of out ing resorts it is safe to guess that year, and the entire species is very
teams to take part in the contests.
side capital to P rin ce Edw ard Island they did not* com e home empty-hand prolific.
A well-known visitor of the last
What can be expected in prizes for
during 1913.
A t the end of the I ed.
week was “Hap” Ward, who with Mrs.
But as the Alaskan seal is now
this
event
may
be
measured
by
what
year there w ere 130 incorporated fox
W ard and Mr. and Mrs. E. R. W est of
nearly extinct, the Pacific sea otter
San Francisco has
achieved on
companies, with an authorized capi-j
Boston are touring Maine in an auto
are practically out of existence, and
former occasions.
At the 1901
A hearing b efore the State Comtalization o f $13,760,900. T he spring
mobile. Mr. W ard is the famous ac
black and silver gray foxes mostly
Bundes shooting festival held in
|m ission
of
Inland
Fisheries and
crop o f young fox es was poor,
tor, formerly a partner in the cele
profitable to sell for breeding pur
Shell Mound Park, prizes aggregat
Game was held recently
at the
average per litter being less than
poses, rather than for raw furs, the ing $125,000 in coin, medals, troph brated firm of Ward and Yokes.
T his " scarcity” fo r c e d ! B el« rade hotel* Belgrade, on the pe- fur hunt in the winter has narrowed
A large improvement in the laundry
two whellps.
ies and other tokens, were distrib
ttiei tition recently -eceived asking that
facilities at the Poland Spring House
prices higher than ever,
and
down to the above three species.
uted. At the shoot of the San Fran
the com m ission cause to be issued
is one of the most noticeable changes
owners of fox es w hich had increasFor the
purpose
of marketing,
H secured double and treble their!
™ es„ * > * regulations to make skunk furs are divided into four cisco Schuetzen Verein, in honor of since last season. The old launch/
its Golden Jubilee, in 1909, the priz
.. unlawful the taking of black
bass
original investm ents.
T he maggrades, always
remembering that es awarded aggregated over $40,000. lias been entirely renovated, enlarged,
from
the water, so called the Bel
and new machinery of the latest pat
skunk furs grown at the far north
nitude of the black fox industry in
The Shell Mound range occupies
grade chain o f lakes, by any device
tern and most ample capacity has been
are
the
silkiest
and
most
valuable.
eastern Canada and N ew England is ^
an uabaIted artiIlciaI lly from
an ideal location on the eastern
Of the first rank and value is the shore o f the San Francisco bay, fac installed. Adjacent to the new laun
hardly realized b y the general pubso-called black skunk skins, which ing the Golden gate, with a full dry, a large entrance hall for em
he. Since the w o r ld s supply of all
A
^
been Jn
are black all over except a white view of the opposite shore, yet far ployees has been constructed, excel
feet for several years but it is claim 
spot above the neck and near the enough to be out of reach of- bul lently equipped and arranged so as to
ed that a n ew law leaves a loop
give the utmost of light and air. A
head.
lets. An almost even temperature
h ole for “ fish h o g s" to take
fish
O f second value is the fur with a all year, never too warm nor too new help’s kitchen next the dining
o ff the spawning beds, as undoubt
single white stripe half way down the cold, steady light, cloudless sky, al room in the ell, gives ideal oppor
edly this year the fish will be on hack.
tunity for the preparation of meals
TIME TABLE
most entire absence of wind during
the beds somewhat later than June
and seiwice of the same. These, witn
Of
third
value
is
the
fur
with
a
In E ffect, June 22nd, 1914.
15, owing to the cold w eather and white stripe clear down the back and the greater part of the year, and am a few minor enlargements of dormi
ple vacant space in the wake o f the
high -water.
tory space, are the chief changes on
tail.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
bullets. The range is but a short
T
he
hearing
was
well
attended
ington at 11.02 P. M., fo r Kingfield andRangeley.
the hill this year, and contribute diFourth
in
value
is
a
broad
double
At 4.20 P. ML for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday
much interest was manifested white stripe clear down the back distance from San Francisco, Oak lectly to the comfort of the employee
Train leaves fo r Rangelfey at 10.35 A . M. Passen- and
land, Alameda, Berkeley, Fruitvale,
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at in the matter.
T he decision o f the and tail.
and indirectly to the benefit of tae
1.56 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55
Richmond and a number of other visitor.
com m ission will be announced later.
PM.
A
skunk
pelt
o
f
first
rank
is
very
thriving cities and towns, within thir
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves
Garret A, Hobart Jr. of Paterson, N
rare and may be worth six dollars, ty minutes by any of the numerous
at 11.00 A. M.
STRONG PASSEN GER TR A IN S leave fo r
at least dealers out of town offer steam and electric cars, ferry boats J., is foremost among the trap shoot
Schoodic,
June
18—Lake
trout
Farmington, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M .; for
ers on the range under the hill. Sev
Philidps and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P, M. and 4.50 have been biting fast the past week that much, but when such furs are and street cars, passing
the range eral improvements have been made in
P. M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. A t 7.50 A- M. in
Schoodic Lake.
The fishing, ordered and shipped, the prices real every few minutes until after mid
and 4.65 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran
the placement and operation of the
weather ly paid are seldom more than one night. Additional ferry boats will
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M., w hich on accou nt o f cold
traps, and an active season with the
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow earlier in the month has not
half the above sum.
been
be operated during the exposition be clay birds is planned for.
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives
If
skunks
can
be
made
to
repro
£om Portland at 11.06A . M .; and leaves at 3.40 up to the usual standard for
June,
tween the Exposition grounds
and
ex duce their kind in confinement there the Alameda shore close to the
IlfctED TRAIN arrives from PWllips at 8.46 has lately m ore than m et the
IT Pay* to Advertise In Main*
A, M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M.. and from pectations
o f Schoodic fishermen. are prospects o f rearing skins in Shell Mound Park Range.
Woods.
Low Advertising Rates.
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves fo r Phillips at
1.40 P. M. and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
A m on g those m aking good catches yards and outbuildings, though this
PHILLIPS PASSEN GER T R AIN S leave Phill this week have been Benj. S. Luth point is not definitely
settled
as
ips for Farmington at 7.00 A . M. and 1.00 P. M.
yet.
er,
Sprinfield,
M
ass.;
P.
B.
McCord,
Por Rangeley at 12 56 P. M. and 5.13 P.M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves fo r Farm ington at 7.30 N eil Cable, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. KilA. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
A s persistent and almost perpet
Farmington at 2.15 P. M, R »n »e le y 3.00 P. M.
trick , M illinocket, Misses Em ily and
Sunday train arrives from Portland at ll.~o A.
ual
enemies o f all noxious insects
Isabel
Pow
ell,
Greenwich
Conn.;
M. and ieaves fo r Portland at 3.20 P. M
has endeared
RANGELEY PASSEN GER T R A IN S leave for M rs. R. H. Cable, Lewis Bell, guide; the American skunk
Farmington at 5.35 A. M. and 1L30 A . M. and ar C. P . R eynolds, B. & A.
itself to the farmer, and finds an
R.
R.,
Dr.
THlS SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar
rives at LOO P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
and Mrs. E. B. R e ed, A sbury Park, honored place in Farmer’s Bulletin,
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A . M. and
387. They can be easily-fenced from
N. J.
leaves at 10.45 A . M.
,
S ubscription S4. a y r., $2. for 6 m on th s; Sam ple cop y free i f yon mention Maine W oods
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN S leave fog
The largest fish reported was
a the hen -pen and the henyard. They
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Farmington at 6.50 A. M. and 12.60 P. M. A r
thrive and grow fat with skunk’s
fourteen
pounder,
taken
near
Birch
rives from Farmington at 5.23 P, M., from Strong
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
oil
on
white
grubs,
locusts,
wireat 8.15 A. M.
sportsman's world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
MIXED TRAIN leaves fo r S tron g at 1.16 P. M. Point.
Howard W o o d , Chief (and popular) worms and all injurious insects. At
apd arrives at 3.45 P. M.
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
least
twelve
States
have
enacted
KINGFIELD PA SSEN GER T R AIN S leave for W arden for P iscataquis County, was
o f all subjects that interest sportsmen.
close
time
upon
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives p, visitor at th e camps last
week, laws placing a
The departments o f The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting:.
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong
skunks.
They
are
no
longer
club
at 8.35 A. M. Leaves fo r B igelow at 8.40 A . ,M. com ing up from M oosehead Hatch
Fish and Fishing, Natural History. Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Re
and 5.45 P. M, Arrives from B igelow at 11.35 A.
ery with the yearly Schoodic allot bed and -persecuted by the farmer
volver and Pistol. Queries and Answers.
H. and 7.30 P. M.
and his sons, but old and young al
SEND ONE DO LLA R FOR THREE M ONTHS’ T R IA L SU B SCR IPTION .
BIGELOW PASSENGER T R A IN leaves fo r m ent o f square-tail fry.
I f not m ore than satisfied w ith it the m oney w ill be refunded on request.
low Mister Skunk and his stink
Fawmington at 11.20 A. M., fo r Kingfield at 6.40
F. M. Arrives from Strong a t 10.00 A . M.J from
Maine Wood* Ada. Pay Bast Be- pot a wider berth until all danger
Farmington at 6.85 P. M.
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
MIXED TRAIN arrives from K ingfield at 10.00
causa It Reaches the People
Yo« of the skunk’s emitting a bad smell
801 M ASONIC TEM PLE; CHICAGO,
At
has passed.—-News.
Want for Customer*.
Try It.

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY,

IMPROVEMENTS
AT POLAND SPRING

3 O u nce s

10c

Slice it as
you use
it

SPORTING NOTES

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
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«

W O O DS,

200 MILES

J. W . Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine

Some Record
L. B. BRACKETT,

OUTING EDITION
LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 p a g e s ................................ $1.60 per year
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
75 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
the A ct of March 3. 1879,
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
state o f Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ocally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address o; your paper
changed, please give the old as wed as new
address.
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HOME FOR SUMMER
Good Place

for Bathing—Bethel

Party Gets Good Catch

Taken This

Week

Business Manager

8 pages • ...................................... ■• $1.00 per year

Fish

(Special Correspondence.)
Mooselookmeguntic House,
Haines Landing, Me.,
June 22, 1914
Did you ever

have

a five o’clock

call in the morning and take a look at
this beautiful country at that time of
day? Standing on the piazza at that
hour ^.his morning 1 looked over the
lake, which was as smooth as glass.
The sun was shining on the heels be
yond and it seemed’ as if a thousand
birds had gathered close to the hotel
and were giving a free concert. The
quiet and peace, that seemed like sun
shine, to be everywhere and the beauty
of the landscape, is what many of the
city folks who come here should leave
nodland to enjoy, A s the thermometei
hanging on a post told it had taken a
climb to 50 degrees, it seems to tell of
the, coming of the much wanted hot
1weather.
Before 0 o’clock over in the cabins
the smpke from the chimneys told that
someone was going to take the early
train and later the stage was w ait
ing for the travelers to come from
breakfast and by 7 6’cloek the happ>
guests were exchanging greetings like
this, ‘‘good morning. Are you going a

M A IN E ,

JUNE

25,

Billy him self will be home before this
letter reaches you, and then iook out
for hia
some fish tales. Rain came again
S.
earls of Albany, N. Y., thought
S \ i pound trout the handsomest trout early Saturday morning, but befor© lu
o'clock, blue sky was visible, between
in the lake.
N
Miss Florence E. Quinn of Boston, the broken clouds, and by 11 o’clock the
who has been here for several seasons sunshine was glistening on the fir trees
“ Mittens’’ Arrives for Her Fifth
W h a t a splendid view
is this year accompanied by her friend, and maples.
Trip to the Rangeleys and
Mrs. Albert Baker, and they are hap Ihis is as seen from our wide piazza'!
pily located for a month’s stay in one The whole northern half of the great
Does Her Own Fishing.
circle of the horizon is spread out be
of the cabins in the circle.
E. L. Rankin of Boston extended fore us, filled with wet-w ashed forests,
his ‘stay for another week and regrets mountains, lakes and screams, fall of
(Special Correspondence.)
game and fish. I love the ocean, how 
he can not remain all summer.
Mountain View , June 23— 'This ig
One of the cabins in the circle is ever boisterous, and fe e l(at ease th en ,
one o f those perfect June days, suet
This ocean
where Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Searls of however far from home.
as everyone Has been
wishing fy
of
forest
is
quite
as
grand
and
inspir
Albany, N. Y., are
spending their
Th e quiet and beauty of the place
honeymoon days, and
life
in a log ing and any one who is not filled with one can not realize unless it is his
cabin in the Rangeley region seems to “nu life” by contemplation of it must good fortune to be here.
be an abnormal “ bone-head” to s a /
be very popular for bridal parties.
“ C om m o d ore" Newlin
of 'Ilostc®
Messrs C. W . and Geo. H. Kem ater the least. Put with all this the fact
that the region is practically untouched!
i*1 advance ol the 'season,, for his
of Springfield, Mass., have returned
for gam e and fish and you have till that handsom e m otor boat is now in the
home after a pleasant stay of ten
can bo desired for rest, r > reation ami lake ready to m ake a run to Mingo.
days.
health.
Now, don't all rush at once,
T h e tennis court lias been rolled
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Baxteir o f
write Billy at Ox Bow . and he'll do the and the gam e is now in order.
Boston and three children have for ten
rest. If he don’t, please call on me.
M rs.
W.
Roger
Fronefield and
days been stopping at Moonhanas. Mr.
Ox Bow is a quiet littlo hamlet, fur- daughters,
M iss Elizabeth L. gu
Baxter had the good fortune to catch
nishing no sensational news, but whose M iss
L ou ise Fronefield of
Moy.
a pair of trout on the fly that will
ghost, unlike Shakespeare’s Hamlet, is lan,
P enn., arrived
on
Fj
make him famous as an angler, for
a pleasant chap to meet. The farme . j day
and
were
welcomed
l
one tipped the scales at 5 pounds, the
are, all of them, friendly and helpful ! m any
friends.
Mrs. Fronefih
other 4 pounds.
They seem to be a prosperous lot, w e ! has been com ing here for over I
Lloyd Crites, the assistant in the fed, well housed and good workers, as; y ears. A s usual the family are haj
store, is attending commencement a f witness the broad acres of cultivated pj]y located in Camp Don’ t-Worry ut
Maine University, this week.
land. Pasturage was never richer, oat. j til the middle of October,
Mr. an:l Mrs. J. R. G .iver .of C am 
liner and potatoes were sa\ed from tin
“ D on ’t forget to put Mittens in the
den; who have 1 ten coming here for
nipping frosts of two weeks ago. . One M ain e W o ods,” said sweet little Louseveral seasons, were heartily greeted of the signs of life times ana one really ige
ag
she came up Qn ^
^
by old friends on their arrival M on
indicative of success, is the ownership
tli
her coon cat in her arms, and
day and are greatly enjoy ng Cteh' so
of six' or seven autos by the farme,.-. as
jg
summer "Mittens
journ in. n;io of the log camps.
of Ox Bow. There are more to follow .! hag m ade th e trip to and from PeM

Mr. and Mrs. 11. E. Merrill of M on
fishing? Such a glorious day.” But J
notice the anglers have been doing mouth were heie lor several days this
Upper Dam, Me., June 22, 1914.
most of their fishing the past week veo'.:.
The last boom of logs has gone
from the piazza, and “never had such
Coming *m two touring cars from
through the dam and is now on the
a g6od time at the Rangeleys before.’,! Plymouth, Mass., a party of w ellway down the Androscoggin. The wa
Does that not prove “it is not all of known gentlemen arrived here Satur
ters in the grand old pool seem at peade
fishing to fish?”
day. They drove their own cars and
again and under their rocks and amid
The record fish of the week was a the first day made a rur. of 250 miles,
the quick waters hide the trout and
6 pound salmon, caught trolling by C. coming via Belgrade and ’.Vaterville.
salmon, which the skillful angler with
H. Harrington of Worcester, Mass, T. ’, “ party includes: Dr. U. D. Hill and
the hies of many colors is trying to
with Jim O’Brien, guide, and they also son, W . C. Hill, the sheriff of Ply
tempt to tako the hook.
landed one 4% pounds and
several mouth; F. S. Porter and M. S. W e s
A s I crossed the dam and looked
ton of Plymouth M ills; Judge H. 13
two pounders.
down into the pool it did not seem as
R. W . Rodrick of Auburn, with Tom Davis, D i. E. S. Jewett, Deputy Sheriff
if a long cold winter had passed since
John Gary, B. C. Harlow, a wellI watched the same fishermen sitting
known manufacturer of rubber goods,
there in their boats: John S. Doane of York are now occupying C am p Kiri,
and
E.
L. Briggs, a lawyer.
The
Boston, with his guide, Orin Dyke, tak for a stay of several weeks.
guides of tl.e party are George R ob
ing a nap in the boat; James C. Dough
Mr. and Mrs. Tom W . Miner and inson, Billy Cleveland and Jinr# D’Prien.
erty of Syracuse, N. Y., standing in their dear little daughters, Augusta
When they' do fish the-e will bedstones
his little canvas boat, sending the fly and Julieanne, everyone was glad to
to tell. Today they go down V* M->1for many feet over the water; S. II. welcome. They will be at home in the
lychunkamunk lane fo*’ an excursion
Palmer of Milford, Penn., Elmer W o od  same camp as usual until tne autumn
and here i- l oping thev Jiave luck.
bury, guide, in his boat casting the fi>
days. Mr. Miner has one record trout
The trail up Bald Mountain is in
and when I reached the hotel, 1 found to his credit that weighed 3 pounds.
linn shape and parties offer: erfjoy a
that most of the early fishermen had
Horace C. Dunham, the artist, of
reeled in and gone homo and the sum  Waban, Mass., who is hero for a short hike to the top for a morning con 
mer colony were coming “ home for stay, took a 4 pound 11 ounce sal stitutional.
the summer.”
mon on the fly from those now wait
Recently Mrs. Wallace II. \\ hite of ing in the pool for some one to *lure
Lewiston entertained seven members from their hiding place.
of ‘The Mt. David Shakespeare Club”
F. N. Abbott of Lawrence, Mass.,
of her home city for two days at thei*- who has been here for ten days was
camp here. The party included Mrs. this week joined by Mrs. Abbott.
W . D. Haskell, Mrs. John Sturgis, Mrs
Mr.
and
Mrs. F. C. Friend ami
Ezra H. W rite, Mrs. F. H. W hite, Mrs. friends, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Clark of
Round of Duties at Ox Bow
J. H. Crowley, Mrs. W . U. Gutman and Boston have had a pleasant week’s
Miss Frances Garcelon and they had. stay and had a good mess of fi.-h o
a most delightful
outing.
Among (tako home with them.
Oxbow, June 22, 1914.
other things they went by
specia'
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Dougherty
boat for a trip around Mooselookme- of Syracuse, N. Y„ have returned for Dear Maine W oods:
Drat the luck!
Or was it all my
anothe.’ summer.
guntia lake.
fault?
I’ve
just
lost
“ tfie big one.”
Mrs. G. W alter Chadwick and c .ilComing *»by automobile as far as
Never mind, there’s just as good trout
South Arm, Messrs. B. A. Armstrong, dren are visiting relatives in Holden,
in the lake as ever were caught; yes,
W . H. Richards, C. W . Brown and Maine, for several weeks.
Mr. Thurston and son, Ray, of Bethel plenty of them and bigger. Billy has
John Brett of New London, Conn.,
just sent down from Millmagasett, a
greatly enjoyed a week’s fishing. Two with Henry Banker, guide, had great
three-pound trout for his daughter
fishing
yesterday
They
caught
a
514
of the men took an impromptu b ath 1
salmon
and
fifteen smaller Grace’s birthday dinner. Grace is now
in the pool one morning and decided |pound
seven years old, a chip of the old blocs,
that they would employ a guide afier ones and this morning before the uoat
left, landed a 4^6 pound salmon and much resembling her illustrious father:
that.
in general good looks. Her companion,
threa smaller ones.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H . Palmer ami
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Daslani oi Phil James Albion Thomas, Mrs. Billy’s d e
daughter, Miss Louise Palmer of M il
adelphia, after a pleasant stay of three ceased sister’s son, is nifle years old, a
ford, Penn., have returned for another
good scholar and an all-round smart
weeks left for home this morning.
summer and later will bo joined by
Mrs.
John
Chadwick
and
baby, boy. He’ll make good, I’m sure, if he
their sons.
Mr. Palmer has taken a
Eleanor of Bangor came on Monday has good health and does the best In
3 lb salmon from the pool on a flv
can. “The best can do no more.”
for a stay of several weeks.
since he came and no doubt will land
Fishing still holds first class which
many “ records" during his stay ano
is the rule, throughout the season, in
add honors to those he has already
$500,000
this region. W . D. Hines and C. S.
won.
Four
Per
Cent
Maine State Highway Lord came in in tsvo autos, Thursday,
The first camp below the hotel is
for a short fishing trip up the U m colagain taken by Mr. and Mrs. John S.
Bonds
cus stream. They are connected with
Doana of Boston, who arrived Satur
By virtue of the authority vested in him un
day night and were greeted by many der Chapter 130 of the Public Lawn of 1913. and the Maine Motor Car Co., Portland, Me.
old friends,
Orin Dyke is the guide under the direction of the Governor and Coun They came back Saturday and reported
cil. the Treasurer of the State of Maine offers
as usual.
This morning, Mr. Doane for sale coupon bonds o f the State of Maine in game plentiful and all the trout any
the’denominatlons of $500. and $1,000 in the ag
had fished for some time on the pool gregate principal amount of $500,000 and matur reasonable man could wish for. Some
without a rise, when he laid down his ing serially from one to forty years, bearing date two pounders were lifted and scores oi
o f July 1. 1914, and interest at four percent per
They could have had
rod to light his pipe. Orin said, “I’ll annum, payable semi-annually. Said bonds to be smaller ones.
denominated “ State Highway Bonds.” $63,0(0 of
show you how to fish,” and taking up above amount maturing in 1915 and 1916, and the more, but liko true sportsmen that they
are. they ft r-bore. They have returned
the rod, made one cast and a three balance in thirty-eii ht years.
No bids for said bonds at less than par will be
to Portland on business, but will soon
pound trout was hooked. This prpves received.
No bids for any part of said bonds conditioned repeat the trip with one or two autoo
the old saying, “ If a fellow stops to upon the length of the term they shall run will be
in their inside pockets for swle, or go
light his pipe or take a drink he is received.
In the event o f an over subscription for said
sure to lose a fish.” >
bonds by two or more bidders at the same price, to the lake where Billy’s new log cab 
they being the highest bidders theiefor, the ins are located.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W . Tidd of Stone-

(Special Correspondence.)

TROUT DINNER ON
HER BIRTHDAY

ham, Mass., after an absence of six
years are again enjoying life in o.te
of the camps. They are accompanied
by their daughter, Mrs. N. W . L am son and her friend, Mrs. D. B. Smith
of the same city. John Chadwick is
their guide.
Mr, and Mrs. Henry George of New

bonds will be divided among them in proportion
to the amount o f their respective bid.-. and in case
of such apportionment the amount of the short
term bonds received bveach bidder will be deter
mined by *he treasurer o f State by lot, unless
the several bidders awarded such bonds agree.
Bids will be opened at the office o f the Treas
urer of State on the first day of July. 1914, at
two o ’clock.
The Treasurer o f the State will reserve the
right to reject any or all bids.
JOS. W. SIMPSON.
Treasurer of State.

1914

Splain, guide, was proud of the 4 y2
pound salmon he landed, and E. M.

MAINE W OODS MAKES A RUN OF
ISSUED WEEKLY

P H IL L IP S ,

Recuperation— there is not so much
in the ordinary vacation as there is
in u single bottle of H ood’s Sarsapar
illa,
which
refreshes
the tired
blood, sharpens the dulled appetite,
restores
the
lost courage.
Take
H ood’s Sarsaparilla this summer.

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
TO MAKE MERRY

1 hearsylvan ia she should be noticed. Mit“The
Foolifeh
Dictionary” define-; |tens see m s delighted to be here a“ telephone,” from Eng. “tell,” to talk gain and goes down on the wharf and
and Grk. phonos, murder, a machine w aits for her little mistress to catch
m which talk is murdered.’’ Be th t jf i s h for her, but when Louise pulled
as it m ay, Billy has had a telephone! in a pound trout the other morning
installed.
Our signal is (for which and said, “ N o, you don’t get a trout,
about forty others aro listening), “threo; m have this one for m y supper, Mitlong and three short rings.” W hat ».j t e n s ," puss walked on to a minuo*
convenience it is, and what a nuisance pail and w ith her
paw
attempted
it m ay be, too, when the kids get on to fish for herself.
to it.
M r. and M rs. Ray L .
Lishemess
Our one great need is the visit of . of B oston spent Sunday here.
good barber, one who can cut hair wel1
Tom orrow n ight
there
will be
and shave people legitimately. It cost
som ething doing at Mountain Yiev
me a day’s time and two and a half
for the Pilgrim Com m andry of Farm
plunks, one time last summer at M a saiington are to entertain the Camdea
dis, for r. hair cut, a lunch and foi
Com m andry and the K night Templar!
auto fare. The wind sent my hat vol
are royal entertainers.
Each j>*
planing into the St. Croix river and it
m andry has a band of music to h
cost m e a quarter more to recover it
m ake m erry. T h e Camden Knjgr.
It seems a pity that the days should)
go to Farm ington by special
Itbe shortened before wo have fairly en
arriving there at 11 o’ clock
ff.
tered into the joys and duties of sum •
nesday a. m ., where they will para
mer.
But “Art is long and time i3
the principal streets and be escort
fleeting.” so—
ed to the arm ory for lunch.
Lot“Old Timo is still a-flyin g;
ing Farm ington at 2 o’clock p. m.
And many a bud which blooms today. via
Liverm ore
Falls,
where they
Tomorrow may bo dying."
lunch at 4.30 o ’clock and then by
W o go to bed at 9, get up at 5.30 or 6 special co m e to Oquossoc and march
at tho latest, build or lay the fire, water to this h otel, where a banquet will
tho stock. 16 hens, 10 chickens now be served at 8 . o’clock.
In the ev(and three broods duo this week), and \ ening there will be band
concerts,
ono pugnacious cockerel.
He has a |boating and dancing, with side isRhode Island Red body and a fine white su es that naturally pertain to a pi!tail, unlike any other hereabouts. Then grim age o f Knight Templars
with
wo ha\£ does and fawns which feet . all the traditional fixings. On Thursthemselves and drink water from th e ; day m orning after breakfast a visit
Aroostook, right in front of our borne will be m ade to the State fish hatch
camp. Sometimes they come up within ery and at 11 o’clock
by
special
500 feet of 113 for a supper or break steam er the K n igh ts will go to the
fast of succulent grass in the open R angeley L ake House for dinner and
field just across the road.
Foxes also later by special train over the nar
run alone the edge of woods, now and row gauge via
Phillips to Farmingthen; ducks go skimming up and down ton, and no doubt, this will go down
over the strea£K» and partridges nest
in the brush back of the camp. One
mother partridge tried to kidnap our
chickens last season. Our local game
warden, Mel Murphy, is right on his
job. It is well: The right man in the
righ; plat e.
Yours cordially,
J. C. Hartshorne.

in history as the “ best time ever*
and long be remembered by those
w ho “ play the glad game for two
d a ys”
C u it e

tha Real Article.

“ That salesman is such a man of
polish.”
“ Yes, he’s a very smooth,
article.”— Judge.

One Just a s Good
as the Other
Take nobody’s word for It, but
just you go to your grocer’s
and buy some o f these “ White
House” products; try them out
in your own way; test them in
every sort o f manner. You will
certainly be converted.
boston

y?H!2£»£

DWINELL-WRICHTCOMPANY cmicaoo

I

M A IN E

C L A S S IF IE D

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A IN E, J U N E 25, 1914

SUMMER LATE'
!ABOUT “ BILLY’S”
VICE-PRESIDENT
AT OQUOSSOC
PRESERVE
HOBBS A GUEST

exhibition a handsome sterling silver
cup, 15 inches high. -On the top is
engraved:
“ RANGELEY COLF CLUB”
FOR SALE.
and below
Oquossoc, June 24.
Men’s Championship
FOR SALE— Edison Dictating
maGolf Course in Good Condition and
One morning last week it snowed at Dear Maine W oods:
Presented hy
chine. In first class condition.
In- Kennebago.
Ox Bow, June 14— The mercury reg
Rangeley
Lake House
Events
Being
Scheduled—
quire at Maine W oods o ffice .
A young buck deer walked onto the istered 46 degrees this morning at S
To be permanent property of contest
Oquossoc Motor Boat Club
ant winning three times.
FOR SALE— A large cam p opposite hatchery grounds last Thursday morn o’clock. A t noon it was 56 degrees,
ing
and
seemed
much
interested
in
Last year the men’s cup presented
Mountain V iew . Furniture and boat.
Building
New
Dock.
with a fresh west wind from off the
oy F. H. Bauchle Jr. was won by
Price reasonable. A d d ress Frank E. w hatever was growing and going on
there. A fte r a good lock about the Machias and Munsungun mountains.
Jay J. Jones, and the Ladies’ cup al
White, Oquossoc, Maine.
place he walked into the river, crossed The “Foolish Dictionary” defines a
(Special to Maine Woods.;
so presented by Mr. * Bauchle has
FOR SALE— Eight room , story and a it and disappeared in the woods on the dimple as “A ripple in the gentle
twice been won by Miss Anna Schae
Rangeley
Lake
House
half dwelling house, with
ell and other side. 'He seemed perfectly tame, whirlpool of a pretty woman’s smile.”
fer, and Miss Schaefer will soon be
Rangeley,,
Maine,
June
25—
“
There
stable, garden, few fruit trees, city but so far as w e yet know, no one has Be that as it may, a pretty woman's
are gems among jew els” , and is on the course.
water, situated w ithin few m inutes’ been able to find out where he came smile is not half so interesting, to a
The committee,, H. M. Burrows,
not
the Rafl'geleys a string of gems
walk of Phillips village.
F or par from, or where he went to from here. well seasoned sport, as the ripple on
Jay J. Jones and E. Osterholt and
among
the
attractions
of
New
Eng
ticulars enquire at Maine W oods o f
A. N. Smith, one o f the construction a trout hole or a salmon pool, in sea land?
for the tournaments,J. J. Jones, Lu
fice, Phillips, Maine.
forem en from the Brunswick division son or out of season. Just beyond
ther E. Wood, Chas. R. Adams, E.
Mr. and Mr. Ralph T. Kendell, chil
o f the Maine Central railroad is here Billy’s home camp the Aroostook river
Stewart King, Ernest Napier, Miss
stands
for
FOR SALE— V illage
broadens out, forming a miniature dren and maid who came from their
, .
T
.
, _
.
with his crew putting up the new railRachel Marble and Kenneth A. Wood
lake, which the boys call the eddy. An home in Brookline, Mass,
in their|
, T__ j___
.
|r«ad water tank which will hold 33270
Nvill soon announce the coming ev
Morrison.
easy approach, and a good place to touring car were welcomed on Mon
gallons o f water.
ents, which promise to he interest
stand make the eddy a favofllte spot day. Mr. Kendell has returned home,
The first Sunday train of the season
ing one for the golfers.
for
fishing,
sans
a
canoe.
Two
2but
Mrs.
Kendell
and
children
FOR SALE— Pair matched Indian p o is due here on the 28th. The passenger
The Oquossoc Motor Boat Club is
nies,
kind and safe. For further crews have all been obliged to make pound trout have been caught there will spend several weeks with her pa having built on the lake shore near
lately
and
several
smaller
ones.
A
rents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
B.
Marble.
X ticulars address Mrs. C. H. Me- their headquarters at Kennebago again
the stone station, a dock with four
great number of railroad ties go float
Geo. S. Hobbs,, vice president of
izie, Phillips, Me. B ox 54.
this season, and have hired a cook and
slips, 50 x 70 feet. 27 cement piers
ing by, many of which are snagged the Maine Central R. R., accompan
resigned themselves to their fates as
j have been put in, and later they will
along
the banks,
forming
natural ied by Mrs. Hobbs came from Port
R SALE— T w o lots of land
ad.
.. , .
, they did last year. The June change
cover it with a shed for their boats
« lB * T h e _ ^ r k e r Hotel on soutl; |of time> which occorred Mond
is floats on which to stand for fly-fishing. land Tuesday afternoon, making a and it is most truly hoped the time
W e are not slow to avail ourselves of short stay at this hotel and return
A lso m otor boats to let and
prartically the same as last summer.
is not far distant when a flag will
the chance, while it lasts, for boatmen ing home via Phillips and Farmingfor sale. A ddress w ith
stamp
_T ,
_ tC>! George L. Love, of W est Rangeley,
fly
from the top of a fine club
Robert IVIur
(G u id e), Haines Lan-i hag gold a lot o f laijd t0 Miss Florence will soon come along to dislodge them. ton.
house of the Oquossoc Motor Boat
At the old bridge nearby, over the
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Proctor of Club.
ng, , -niic. __________
Green, o f Providence, R. I., on which
“Umcolcus,” which bridge, by the way; Fitchburg, Mass., who have been an
to build a summer home. The lot sold
is soon to be removed and a new steel nual guests for years came Saturday
W ANTED.
is on the shores o f Dodge pond and the
one put in its place, I hear a lad yank to remain until the July days.
fine log cabin, already in process of
ed out a handsome pound trout which
WANTED— P otatoes at my store
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Wetzler of New
construction, will consist o f the cabin I was not slow- to buy of him for ten
house.
N otify b y telephone night
York and Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
and an ell, all o f logs. The work is be
cents.
Four of us had a good meal
before bringing them . B. F. Beal.
ing superintended by James W ilcox, that night (and a few other things Hamlin of Gorham, N. H., two bridal
couples, have arrived this week to
LIVE A N IM A L S W A N T E D -W ill buy Miss Green’ s guide, and is furnishing with it). Perhaps the Good Lord could
spend their honeymoon days and may
,live mink, fo x , skunk, work for the following local carpenters: have made a better panfish, but I doubt
the years to come be as happily Good Fishing, and People Get the
G.
L.
Love,
Saul
Collins,
Irving
Wil
bear cubs, fisher, mar
if he has, except it be a half pound spent as the days at this,
one of
ten, otter, beaver, lynx ber, Coe Toothaker, Charles Harris* smelt. Too many smelts, in any of our
Limit Every Day.
the most attractive spots in Maine.
Allen
W
ilber
and
George
Roulter.
and others. Name price
waters, are thought to make the fish
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field and son,
Dr. F. C Fow ler’ s new motor boat ing luck very uncertain. Be that as
first letter.
W rite us
before buying or selling arrived this week and makes three o f it may, it is certain that where there Richard and Miss Miriam Brackett
(Speciall to Maine W oods.!
and about fu r farm ing. C. C. Garland' the finest boats on the lakes, all owned is plenty of feed, there the fish, as of Phillips were among the week-end
Mosquito, Maine, June 22—Fishing
Box 133. Old T ow n, Maine.
hy the doctor. The new one is named with you and -me, will be large and guests of the hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Pope of is the finest possible at present and
------------------------------------------------------------- Salammbb.
George John Seabranoh,
fat, full of energy and fight. Farthei
New
York were heartily greeted by parties visiting Baker pond get the
LOST AND FOUND
an expert engineer from the company up the “Umcolcus” are numerous good
__________________ _____ _________________ who built the boat, is at the lodge put- fishing holes, and still farther up are old friends on their arrival Thursday, limit of 25 fish every day.
Cummer guests are now beginning
Lost— Round key ring, containing tinK the mechanism o f all three boats several quiet spots, called dead waters and will he at home until the autumn
days in the same pleasant rooms to arrive. Dr. Bandler and son ar
seven or eight keys. Finder will please
perfect order.
where one is almost sure to fill the
rived Saturday, June 20.
leave at Maine W oods office and reThe fire on Saddleback mountain, creel with half pound and three quar they have occupied for several sea
Other guests here at present are
which burned the most o f last week, ter pound trout. Billy has a new log sons.
reive reward.
Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Husey
and
Messrs.
Richard
Bullock
and
Earl
destroying considerable timber land, is cabin on this stream, about three miles
Maine;
Moulton have returned from Kenne daughter of Norridgewock,,
all out.
south of his home camp, and it is one
MISCELLANEOUS.
Mrs. A. S. Perham, who with her of our favorite sports to hike over to bago and are now enojying a trip to Mr. R. Ritchie, Panama Canal; Rich
ard Day, Philadelphia, Penn.
Mr.
husband is boarding at the Mooselook- this stream and spend a couple of days Saddleback.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. D. Fowler of Ritchie and Mr. Husey took 50 trout
BARGAINS in firearm s, binoculars, meguntic House,
Haines Landing, fishing the dead waters, spending the
watches and jew elry ; list few stamp. caught a five pound salmon last Thurs- night in his comfortable cabin. The Washington, D. C. ,who for a month at Baker pond June 19.
Several other guests will arrive
R oscoe V. Hurd, 126 W est 23, New dsy. Other lucky fishermen were Mr. memory of such a trip, made last sum  have been at Belgrade, came to-day
this week.
York.
and Mrs. Stanley Bisbee, o f Rumford mer, is still fresh in mind. But it is for another season at this hotel.
Following is a
statement from
Automobile parties are arriving
who were stopping with the form er’ s at Lake Millmagasett, 25 miles up the
atfather, Col. George D. Bisbee at his Aroostook, by canoe, where Billj daily from different parts of the New Hampshire parties which
HERE AND TH E R E
|tests to the quality of this place:
camp, Oxford Bear Lodge on Moose- Soule’s new log cabins are, that royal country.
“ Upon request of Mr. Jones we
Coming through the White Moun
lookmeguntic Lake, last week, when
Announcem ent has been received Mrs. Stanley Bisbee caught a 4 1-2 sport is found. The cabins are located tains, Mrs. Alex.
MacKay Smith make the following statement in reon high ground, near ’ the shore, and
C.j gard to conditions at his camps, as
of the m arriage o f
George Flavius
pound salmon which jumped seven just across McDonald cove, opposite and daughter of Washington, D
we find them. They are situated in
Goodspeed o f W ilton and Ethel By
and
Miss
Constance
Curtis
of
Phila
times before she netted him.
Libby’s camps. . Fine fly-fishing is
ram Jewett o f B oston.
delphia on Saturday started home a beautiful spot about two minutes’
found all around the lake, in the cove,
paddle from R. R. station.
Camps
ward via Poland Springs.
and close by the camp as well. This
are clean and food all that can be
J
O
E
K
N
O
W
L
E
S
H
E
A
R
D
F
R
O
M
Another
party,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
L.
A wonderful case o f m em ory was
lake yields 5y2 pound trout and a few
Black of Ohio and Mr. and Mrs. A. asked for, finest spring water in
shown by a dove the other day at
salmon, bigger ones have 3ret to come.
Joseph K now les of Boston, whose
N. Reeder of Dayton, Ohio, who are the country. We believe the fish
Bath. A form er resident, D. H. Leav
Just below the dam, on Millmagasett
"p rim itive man” stunt in Maine last
touring Maine spent part of the ing is as good as can be found, and
itt, who has fo r a few years been in
stream, is also good fishing ground.
although fly fishing is very late I
summer started an endless newspaper!
week here.
Portland, is v isitin g liis son in Bath.
The same is true at the mouth of all
can see that there is fine fly fish
controversy, is going to do another
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
A.
Sasseen,
When he form erly resided there he
the little brooks which empty into the
ing
at all the lakes.
Four of us
‘ ‘battle with nature” — only this time
Miss Regina, and Master George Ir
took much pleasure in feeding doves,
streams throughout this whole region.
took 75 trout and salmon yesterday
it will be in the west. An exchange!
win
and
maid
of
New
York
are
they becom ing very tame and
re
Plenty of signs point to the presence
says:
greatly pleased with this, their first June 14, at Baker pond, mostly with
sponding to his whistle. He always
of various wild game in the forests.
‘ ‘Joseph K now les of Boston, painter
iseagon
at the Rangeleys. Miss R eg fly and this is about the first fly
Billy is still at the lake, putting the
carried a pocket full o f corn and had
,
From
,,
. . . . . .
.
and illustrator, passed through Chiina this morning caught her first fishing that has been done.
finishing touches to the several loga small army o f bird friends. W h ile
,
, .
, ,,
now until July 30 or later I have no
„ „ .
.
_
,
,
cago yesterday on his way to Mount
record
salmon,
3y2
pounds,,
with
Joe
walking along C enter street M onday
° /
.
. . .
. ,
. cabins there. H e is nearly ready to re
Shasta, from which point he intends
She caught this doubt that fly fishing will he all that,
ceive and care for any sports, both la Tibbetts, guide.
morning he recognized on e of
his
for two months to im itate primitive
gamy
salmon
only
a few rods from can be asked for, for there are num
dies and men, who may favor him with
bird friends and w histled to it. The
erous ponds within easy distance^
man and battle with nature. When
a call. N o better place can be found the wharf. Her brother is anxious and all contain good fish and plenty
bird instantly recogn ized the sound
he plunges into the wilds o f Californ
to
land
one
larger
than
his
first,
in northern Maine for perfect rest and
and made straight for Mr. L eavitt’s
of them. Try them and you will
ia he intends to discard
clothing, joyous relief from all the plagues ana which weighed 2yz pounds.
shoulder, seem ing to be perfectly
and without money, food or any of penalties of too strenuous life in trade
Robt. B. Sasseen of Brooklyn, N. make no mistake.
aware of his identity and very glad
Geo. A. Mclntire,
the necessities or luxuries o f man or profession.
Quoting the “Foolish Y. joined his uncle’s family last ev
to see him.— Exchange.
W. O. -Carey,
Milford,. N. H.
kind will seek his livelihood. H e ex Dictionary” again: “Fishing as an ening.
Fred
E.
Powers,
pects to emerge from the wilderness heroic treatment tried by some lay
A party of ladies in their touring
June 17, 1914.
at the expiration of the two months men to avoid falling asleep in church car intend to see something of their
w ell nourished and sound and vigor on Sunday.” Come on up; the weath own country. They are Mrs. Walter
ous of body. L ittle less than a year er’s fine.
S. Kidder of Dayton, Ohio Mrs.
ago Mr. K now les tried the same ex
W
ill T. Osborn, Chigago, 111., Miss
Yours cordially,
periment in Maine. It wag said by
Margaret Demlop, Chattanooga, Tenn.
J. C. Hartshorne.
FO R
som e that his experim ent proved suc
and Miss Ora E. Perfect, Crelington,
GUNS AND
cessful because he was born in that
Ind., who this season came to Maine,
FISH-RODS
section o f the country. He intends iiiuiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiMmiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmin stopping here over Sunday.
In 1915
they plan to take a trip to the Pa
William F. Nye is the great to prove that such was not the case.
He is interested in the establishment
cific coast.
est authority on refined oils in the
o f camps throughout the country for
Coming in their touring cars from
world. H e was the first bottler; has
b oys and girls where w oodcraft and
Boston, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Mentzer,
the largest business and NYOIL
the ability to care for oneself under
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Cunningham,, Mr.
434 Congress St.,
the m ost prim itive conditions might
is the best oil he has ever made.
1 P O R T L A N D , M A IN E 1 and Mrs. Ed. Deeing, Messrs. J. A.
be taught.”
Hawes, F. E. Everett, H. E. Wright,
NYOIL
| E rected in 1911, ami p ositiv e ly the only |
D. A. Bayne,, and A. H. Clines, spent
O p p osite S tate H ouse, B oston , M ass.
F ire p r o o f H otel in the City
HAS NO EQU AL.
Not Enough.
I E levator S ervice. P riv ate and P u b lic | several days here on their way from
Offers room with hot and
Beware of scented mixtures called
H ustle N it— "T h is book says that | Baths and e v e r y convenience for the com - | the Bretton W oods the first of the
cold water for $1.00 per day
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
1
fo
r
t
o
f
guests
in
clu
d
in
g
that bloom in’ Frenchman Marat was
and up, which includes free
week.
|(
where a light oil is needed. It pre
use o f public shower baths.
stabbed while taking a bath.” ParkHOT A N D COLD RUNNING 1
Dr. and Mrs. M. R. Peck, Miss Dor
vents rust and g iv es perfect lubrica
bench Daily— “ Is dat all be got fur it?”
W ATER A N D LOCAL AND
1 othy, Kenneth and Ira Peck of Corntion.
Nothing to Equal T h is in New England
I
LONG
DISTANCE TELE | wall-on-Hudson, N. Y., coming
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
in
Rooms with private .baths
your firearms and you r rod. Y ou will
1 PHONE IN E VE RY ROOM | their automobile, were here
this
for $1.50 per day and up;
find it by far the best. Hardware and
SPLENDID
R
E
S
T
A
U
R
A
N
T
CONNECTED
|
week on their annual June visit.
suites of two rooms and bath
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
sporting goodj^dealers sell it in large
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above 1 FE AT U R IN G P O P U L A R PRICE MENUS |
for $4.00 per day and up.
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
The golf course is now in good
named animals at all times o f year. _ Write or
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
wi>e w ta t you have to offer, stating lowest | A m erican P lan $2.50 p er day, upward | condition and the lovers of the game
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. S ubjects in a. b. c, order

FACTS ABOUT
JONES’ CAMPS

! Catering to “ Up State” Folks I

1 ® CHASE HOUSE!

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

FOXES W ANTED

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Ma»».

price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
me fo r prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS,
Dover, Maine
Tel. 64.15

1 European P lan

§j Letters

of

$1 ,00 p er day. upw ard |

inquiry regarding rates etc., promptly answered. =

1 H. E. TH U RSTO N. R . F. HIMMELEIN,
P roprietors.

1
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are daily following the ball on the
links.
In the hotel office there is now on

Strictly a Ten perance Hotel
Send fo r Booklet

STORFR F. GRAFTS

Cm.

Manager

M A I N E W OO DS, P H I L L I P S , M A I N E ,
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BIG MEETING STARTS JULY 2
Committee Calls for Contestants
A Most Successful Meeting Expected—Long List of
Contests and Prizes Prepared—Reduced
Rates on Railroads.
Tho Nineteenth Annual Outing o.‘
the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game
Association will be held at Mountain
View House, Rangeley Lakes, Thurs
day, Friday and Saturday, July 2, 3
and 4.
In its location in the heart of the fa 
mous Rangeley region; its surround
ings, and its accommodations, the
Mountain View House last year proved
itself to be an ideal place for the out
ing. W ith the experience of hist year
to build on, even better entertainment
can be afforded this year.
It is a practical certainty that this
year’s outing will be the biggest in
the history of the association. W e have
taken in about 75 new' members since
the beginning of the year.
W ith the help of D. I. Gould of B an
gor, who will have charge of the shoot
ing, the list of shooting events has been
revised and greatly enlarged.
Read
it over, and you will see that it excels
anything of previous seasons. To the
rifle and pistol events have been add
ed trap shooting as a special attrac
tion.
W e want more contestants in the
shooting events than ever before. The
prize-list should be a big incentive for
everyone who can shoot to bring his
rifle or shotgun and take part. There
are seven silver cups, five of which win
be the permanent property of the win
ners of this year’s events.
The other prizes include rifles, shot
guns, pistols, rods, fish lines, cameras,
canoes and money purses.
It is the
biggest list of prizes ever offered.
Special hotel rates at Mountain View
House of $2.50 per day have been se
cured, -which is very reasonable for the
class of accommodation offered. A d 
dress L. E. Bowley, Mountainview, Me.,
for reservations.
. The outing is not for members only.
Everyone is welcome. Make up your
own party and bring them along.
Many automobile parties from all
parts of the State are planning to at-

0.
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Prize— Team, making greatest num
ber of hits to hold honor of champion
shots of the moving target for one
year. To the member of either team
making highest score will be given a
Marlin .25-36 Carbine, presented by
The Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Revolver presented
by Edwards &
Walker, Portland, Me.
Second, ten
per cent, of the entrance fees.
Ladies’ pistol match, 5 shots 50 feet,
8 inch bullseye, any pistol, any am 
munition, any
sights.
Open
to all
Members’ Match— Five shots, any ladies.
rifle, any ammunition, any sights not
Prize— Silver cup presented by ’Col.
including glass; 300 yards distance; S C. H. Osgood, Lewiston, Me.
inch bullseye; prone position; time,
Clay pigeon match open to all am a
one minute per shot.
teurs, 15 bird?, 16 yard rise, unknown

Prizes— First, silver ctfp presented
by W illiam Tell Club.
Second, gold
watch fob trophy presented by J.
tend.
The trip will be worth while.
Stevens Arm s & Tool Co., Chicopee
Accommodations for machines wall be
Falls, Mass.
(This is a golden anni
provided.
versary trophy, and a very beautiful
The Maine Central Railroad will sell
fob.)
excursion tickets open to all, July. 2,
Rapid Fire Match— Five shots, 150
3 and 4 inclusive, good to return until
yards, any rifle, any ammunition, any
July 7th.
sights not including glass.
Target,
Also stations Fryeburg, Me., to Cum Mexican silhouette, target to rise from
berland Mills, Me., inclusive, sell ex
the ground, remain in sight twenty
cursion tickets to Oquossoc and return seconds, then disappear. Match open
at rate of fare and three-fifths the
to all.
round trip.
Prize— Engraved
silver
cup
pre
For time of trains see M. C. R. R. sented by W illiam Tell Club. Second,
summer time tables dated June 22.
hunting axe presented by Hall &
A t the business meeting Friday
Knight Hardware Co., Lewiston, Me.
evening we wish a large attendance to
Third, golf stockings, presented by S.
discuss matters important to all Maine
P. Robie, Lewiston, Me.
sportsmen. Invitations have been sent
Afternoon, beginning at 1.30— W ater
to a number of -well-known men com 
sports.
petent to address the association on
Two men in a canoe, distance two
these subjects, and we expect some
miles, open to Maine men only must
very interesting speakers.
Billy Hill, the crack shot of the be at least three entries.
Remington-U. M. C. Co., will attend
and his exhibitions of trick and fancy
shooting will be one of the features.
Mr. Hill has more calls for exhibitions
than he can fill, but makes it a point
to attend the Fish and Game outing.
For those who wish, a side trip can
be made to Kennebago Lake, twenty
minutes from Oquossoc by rail, -where
the fly fishing is excellent. Arrange
ments have been made for steamboat
rides on the big lakes.
Robert J. Hodgson, Lewiston, pres
ident.
R. C. Whitehouse, Auburn, secre
tary-treasurer.
D. I. Gould, Bangor, H. W . Ricker,
Poland, C. C. Wilson, Auburn, J. J.
Pooler, Portland, Charles A. Hill, Bel
grade, Daniel F. Field, Phillips, Stan
ley Bisbee, Rumford, W m . F. Cam p
bell, Cherryfield, Charles H. Fogg,
Houlton, vice presidents.
J. Putnam Stevens, Portland, A. H.
Sha-w, Bath, Percy V. Hill, Augusta,
C. A. Judkins, Kineo, J. H. Pierce,
Portland, F. E. Jorgensen, Haywood,
A. G. Staples, Auburn, Albert Green
law, Eastport, directors.
Harry B. Austin, Phillips, John F.
Sprague, Dover, E. H. Lowell, Rangeley, Ed. M. Lowell, Lewiston, Chas. P.
Gray, Fryeburg, executive committee.
Entertainment— Edward S. Stetson,
Lewiston; Dr. R. N. Randall, Lew is
ton; Thomas C. White, Lewiston.
Shooting Events— Daniel I. Gould,
Bangor;
W . G. Hill, Portland; Ara
Cushman, Jr., Auburn; Lieut.-Col. J.
J. Dooley, Portland, Me.
W ater Sports— Chas. P. Gray, Frye
burg; Edward Lowell, Rangeley; W i l
bur T. Emerson, Augusta.
Transportation— J. Putnam Stevens,
Portland.
Thursday evening, dancing and cards
at the hotel.
Forenoon, beginning at 9.00.

Prize— Maine Guides’ Model ’C anoe
made and presented by the Kennebec
Boat & Canoe Co. Waterville, Me.
(This is a canoe especially built to
meet
the
requirements
of
Maine
guides. It is very light, but made to
withstand an unusual amount of hard
usage. One of the best canoes made.)
Second, cash, $5.00.

Swimming match open to all, at
least four to enter. Distance 100 yards.
Prizes— First, Vest Pocket Kodak
presented by Berry Paper Co., Lew is
ton, Me. Second, cash, $2.00.
Single row boat match open to all,
at least three to enter. Distance one
mile.
Prizes— First, $5.00.
Second, $3.00.
Motor boat racp open to all motor
boats on Rangeley Lakes.
Distance,
handicaps, etc., will be arranged by
the committee on the day of the race.
Entries should be given as early as
possible to some member of commit
tee.
Prize— Cash $10.00 to the winner.
Open to all members.
Prize— Bristol Steel Fly Rod with
agate guides made and presented by
the Horton Manufacturing Co., Bristol,
Conn.
Evening, 8.00.
Meeting
of Association in Music
Room of Mountain View House, when
important matters will be discussed.
i p P and each a
Dancing and cards.
JP^lbetter loaf than
Forenoon beginning at 9.00.
you have evermade
W . G. Hill match for guides and
before—yours if
wardens only. Ten shots; 22 caliber
Remington Repeating Rifle, U. M. C.
you will only
ammunition; at black clay ball in m id
k specify W il- Ms
air.
Ik liam T e ll ^
Prizes— To be announced at time of
w h e n you
match.
m ier
order flour.
D. M. Parks match, ten shots, any .22
rifle, any ammunition, any sights not
W
Just as good for
including
glass, distance 50 yards.
cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
Five shots: slow fire. Standing po Open to all members including ladies.
Standing position, German ring tarof the good things
sition at 150 yds.
distance; 8 *nch
get.
l to eat that good
bullseye. Any rifle, any ammunition,
Prize— Solid silver cup presented by
j&k flour makes.
any sights not including glass. Match
Henry B. Estes, Auburn, in memory
open to all.
wjk All extra nutri- ^
of former president, D. M. Parks. This
Prizes— First, Winchester .401 cali
l y i s k tious, too, becup must be won three times, not nec
ber, self loading rifle, presented by
cause William
essarily consecutively, to become the
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New
T ell is milled byi
property of one person. Winner for the
Haven,
Conn.
Second,
silver
cup
pre
our special process
year to have name engraved upon it.
sented by D. I. Gould, Bangor. Third,
from Ohio Red Winter
G. M. Parks match. Five shots,
silver cup presented by Mrs. D. I.
Wheat— the richest
slow fire.
Standing position at 150
Gould, Bangor.
k andL iestgro\vm^«j|
yards distance, 8 inch bullseye. Any
Guides’ and W ardens’ Match— Any
rifle, any ammunition, a n y ' sights not
rifle, any ammunition, any sights not
including glass.
Match open to ali
including glass.
Five shots at sil
members.
houette of a deer moving at right a n 
Prize— Large engraved silver cuji
gles to line of fire. Number of men
presented by Geo. M. Parks of Provi
on each team not limited, except that
N. MCtCKNZME TRADING CO., there must be the same number par dence, R. I. To be won three times,
not necessarily consecutively, to be
Phillip*, M*.
ticipating on each side.
come the property of one person. W in 
ner for the year to have name en
graved upon it.
—Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing: instantly
Ladies’ r ’.fle match, five shots any
■without injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com 
.22
rifle any ammunition, ar.y sights
mendable: BESIDES IT S A V E S
not including glass.
Position, stand
E V E R Y FU R FOR THE T R A P 
P E R . The only trap ever con
ing, at German ring target, distance
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
fifty feet. Open to all ladies.
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
Prizes—First, Remington-LT. M. C.
ing furs o f mink, skunk, " c o o n ” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
.22 caliber repeating rifle presented by
per gets every pelt.
President R .
J. Hodgson.
Second,
nifW lF brings illustrated Guide
U M H L giving the first time in
Thermo- bottle pre°ented by Rice &
print the treasured secrets o f the
wisest old trappers in this country.
Miller Hardware Co., Bangor, Me.
It’s worth, dollars to you.
Third, 500 rounds .22 caliber cartridges
presented by Dunham-Hanson H ard
ware Co., Bangor, Me.
Afternoon, beginning at 1.30.
Pistol match for all. Rapid Are, six
shots, 25 yards, at silhouette of a man.
TRAfPERS’ SCFPLI CO., ; Bo* W,
OAK. PARK, ILL.
Nin6 seconds, any pistol, any am m u
nition, any sights. Entry fee 50 cents.

A

Re-entries allowed.
Prizes— First, H. & R. .38 Automatic

angles. Entry fee fifty cents. R e -e n 
tries allowed.
Prizes— First, Remington U. M. C.
repeating shotgun.
Second, ten per
cent, of the entrance fees. Third, five
percent of the entrance fees.
All ties ir ail matches to be shot off
to determine winners.
Evening, 3.00.
To the member of the Association
whose dues are paid for 1914 catch
ing the largest trout or salmon trolling
in Rangeley Lakes, during the three
days of the meet wall be given a
Bristol Steel Rod presented by Ed. M
Lowell of Lewiston.
For the second
largest fish will be given a Black W o n 
der Kingfisher trolling line presented
by E. J. Martin’s Sons, Rockville, Conn.
To the member catching the largest
trout or salmon, fly casting, will be
presented a steel rod presented by J.
H. Stetson Co., Lewiston, Me., and for
the second largest fish will be given
a De Luxe Kingfisher fly casting line
presented by
E. J. Martin’s Sons,
Rockville, Conn.
Fish must be -weighed by the clerk
at Mountain View House, who will
keep a record of the catches.
W hist prizes for the ladies have been
provided including a web of Continen
tal Pillow Tubing and two pieces o'
Duck presented by Continental Mill3,
Lewiston, Ale. Rules will be made at

THE FISHING
NEVER BETTER
Big Catches Since May 27th-- Dr.
Foss Gets 25 Nice Ones at
Spencer Stream
(Special! to Maine W oods.)
Spencer Lake, Maine
June 15, 1914.
I thought I would write this report
o f what the fishermen have been doing
here since the camps opened. Since
May 27th they have caught 37 lake
trout that weighed 268 3-4 pounds, the
largest 11 pounds.
Three o f these
weighing 24 pounds have been caught
in the last ten days. I haven’ t keptthe weight and number of salmon and
square tails, but yesterday there were
ten salmon caught and eight squaretails. The largest salmon 4 1-4 pounds,
the largest square tail 3 1-2 pounds.
Dr. Foss o f Rockland went to Spencer
Stream today and back, bringing home
25 nice trout several weighing a pound.
The fishing is the best we have ever
had.
The first of July I think we could
show you as good fly fishing as you
have ever seen.
John B. Carville.

GOOD FISHING
AT CARRY POND
Automobile Service This Summer
From Briggs’ Landing to

the meet.
Bingham
A well known summer visitor at
Rangeley, who has withheld his name,
(Special to M ain e Woods.)
has offered the following special prizes.
Carry Pond, Maine,
This generous offer was known too late
June 17, 1914.
to classify with the regular program,
The fishing at Carry Pond has been
so the time of the events will be d e
good this spring. A t this writing the
cided on at the meet.
A silver cup will be presented t o ! fly fishing is unusually good.
About 115 guests have registered to
the winner of a fly casting contest,
open to guides and amateurs.
date and everything points to a suc
A $5 gold piece to the winner of a cessful summer trade.
fly casting contest, open to guides.
Mr. Lane has improved his telephone
A silver cup to the -winner of a 100 by Putting in a metallic circuit from
yard rifle match, open to guides and B riggs' Landing to his camps, giving
amateurs.
service on the New England line with
A $5 gold piece to the winner of a out any switch at B riggs’ Landing.
300 yard rifle match, open to guides.
Mr. Lane has just purchased a new

automobile which he will run through
the summer months from B riggs’ Land
Jack L. Hart, Proidence, R.
I.; I ing to Bingham.
Herman Harlow form erly o f the
George L. Stevens, E.
P.
Davis,
“ Ledge House” Dead River, will run
Farmington; M. C. Mad docks, Frank
E. Mace, Augusta; Air. and Mrs. G. the machine.
A R R IV A L S A T

THE

SARGENT

M. Viles, B oston; Mr. and Airs. C.
W.
Studing,
Malvin L.
Demis,
Frank A. W ise, New York City.
Zeth Demis, Newark,
J.; A. A.
Berry, Stratton; J. J. McKay, Ban
Game Warden Charles C. Chadgor; J. E. Cliff, E. A. Woodly, C. bourne o f Sanford is circulating a
M. Cosgone, W . A. Snin, Somerville, petition which is addressed to the
Mass.; A. P. Foster, New B edford,1next Legislature,
requesting that
Mass.; Frank A. Feele, Eugene P. body to enact a resident hunters'
Howard, Somerville, Mass.;
J. E. license law, and a large number of
Perry, A. M. Tewksbury, G'. H. signatures have been secured al«
Norman, Newton, Mass.; Mr.
and ready. Mr. Chadbourne states that
Mrs. C. R. Miller, T. C. Bateman, such a law would put a stop to
Madison; Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hen many evasions o f the
non-resident
nings, Waterville; Mr. and Mrs. J. j hunters' license law by residents of
H. Page, W. S. Page, Cblckofcee other states who claim a residence
Falls, Mass.; E. P. Viles, Skowhe- in Alaine during the hunting season.
gan;
Air. and Mrs. C. H. Fuller, This practice has been
especially
Pawtucket, R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. J. noticeable in towns near the New
E. Blake, A ttleboro, Mass.; Mr. and Hampshire line.
Mrs. N. H. French, Bangor; Mr. and
Mrs. W . S. Mann, Malden, Mass.;
You warn to advertise where you
Dr. R. H. H ayes, Dr. I. Shoostler, can get the beat results from money
Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Luce, expended.
Try Maine Woods.
New V ineyard;
John Tissen, The
Chim es; C. S. Farr, W . S. Farr, We-j
nonad,, N. J.; F. H. Colby, C. A.
R ollins, Earl Andrews, M. S. Robin
son, Bingham; Arthur Briggs, Winthrop; Mrs. R. H. White, Benjamin
W hite, Brooklyn, N. Y .; J. S. P. H.
Wilson, Auburn.
L. Decker & Son of Clinton, Maine,

SPORTING NOTES

Doesn't This Provt
ITS T R U E WORTH?

w rite us this:

SWAMPED
WITH LETTERS
The following extract taken from
a letter recently received from R ay
B. Berry, Secretary and Treasurer
of the Nortlilando Fur Reservation
gives another example of the adver
tising worth o f Maine W oods.
W e expect to do some m ore ad
vertising in the Maine W ood s in the
very near future. The small ad of
May 14 swamped us with letters
from those who wished
to sell
their stock.
W ith the kindest regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
Ray B. Berry

“ W e commenced selling "L. F ”
A tw ood's Medicine in 1868.
There
are not many days when
we do
not sell from one to three bottles.”
Clinton is NOT a big city.
It’s
only one of hundreds of places where
even a bigger demand exists all the
time.
The reason?
“ L. F .” Atwood’s
Medicine, for over 60 years, has af
forded relief from stomach troubles,
biliousness, constipation and liver
complaints.
T ry it to-day—be benefitted
convinced.

and

35 cents Big Bottle. Free sample.
“ L. F M e d i c i n e Co., Portland, Me-

M A IN E

NORWICH WOMAN
HAS GOOD LUCK

W 00D8,
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the life here on the lake shore.
were killed during the 1913 season.
in the different counties is as follows:
He broke "2 out of a possible 25, and
E veryone is anxious for the warm
McDuffee followed with 21, after they
Chelan county—300 western prairie
Adams county—None.
days
which
seem
to
have been chickens, 409 Hungarian partridges,
had tied the score. The clay birds had
Asotin county—No estimate.
side tracked while en route fo r the 3.000 blue grouse, 100 sage hens, 1,100
been whitewashed for the occasion.
Benton county—None.
lakes.
ruffed grouse, 200 Chinese pheasants.
Columbia county—Five hundred deer.
Judge Gavin W . Craig, of the Cali
Several fam ilies are expected this F ifty western prairie chicken, 800 blue During the season of 1913, 35 deer were fornia Superior Court, and Chief Dep
Large Booking for July and August
week
and as usual a large number grouse and 200 ruffed grouse were kill killed in this county.
uty District Attorney Joe Ford, who
—Other Notes from the
are booked for July and August.
ed during the 1913 season.
Chelan county—7,000 deer, 300 wild participated in the novel sport, were
During the open season of immediately converted and are plan
Douglas county—2,000 western prai goat.
Barker.
rie chickens, 200 Bob White quail, 300 1913 150 deer and 35 goats were killed ning a mammoth night trapshooting
B I R D S M U S T BE S A V E D
blue grouse, 1,000 sage hens, 200 in the country.
tournament. In many places in other
(S pecial to Maine W ood s.)
Douglas county—None.
ruffed grouse, 200 Chinese pheasants.
parts
of the country it will doubtless
Dr. W . T. Hornaday, one o f the
T he Banker,
Moosielookmeguintic
Ferry county—5,000 deer, 20 caribou. be a common sight before long to see
During the 1913 season 700 western
leading
naturalists
of
the
world,
and
Lake, June 20,— One
'would
think
and prairie chickens, 50 blue grouse, 50 Three hundred deer were killed in the enthusiastic trapshooters starting off
by the weather that tim e had turn an em inent authority on bird
with their Remingtons, as the dusk
animal
life,
head
of
New
Y
o
rk
’s
fa-! ruffed grouse and 20 Chinese pheasants county during the 1913 season.
ed backward in its fligh t to
last
thickens, to spend an evening at
Franklin county—None.
a |mous zoological park, is conducting were killed.
November, for this is m ore like
their favorite pastime.
Ferry
county—4,000
western
prairie
a
nation-w
ide
propaganda
against
Garfield
county—100
deer,
25
elk.
cold,
late autumn
day than the
the slaughter of useful birds.
“ The chickens, 500 Bob White quail, 48 Hun 25 deer and one elk were killed in the
month, o f roses.
A m erican people” he says, “ must a- garian partridges, 50,000 blue grouse, county during the 1913 season.
C H A M P IO N S H IP
T R A P S H O O T IN G
But the June bride is here,, and
wake to a realizing sense of cer 5.000 ruffed grouse, 50 Chinese pheas
S
C
O
R
E
S
A
T
T
H
R EE STATE
Grant
county—None.
happily located in Lynn Lodge
is
During the 1913 season 300
tain fa cts that seriously a ffect the ants.
SHOOTS
Kittitas county—200 deer, 25 goats.
the bridal cou p le from Philadelphia,
cost of living. T h e 5,000,000
men western prairie chickens, 15,000 blue
During the 1913 season 35 deer and 10
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Schloss, who
,
,
,T
o ii
an(l boys who are slaughtering our grouse, 5,000 ruffed grouse and 10 goats were killed in the county.
The trapshooters of .Indiana are not
arrived this week.
Mrs. Schloss, b jrcj s
6
6
U1
are levying tribute on every Chinese pheasants were killed.
in the habit of letting anybody get
nee Miss M iller, spent
a
seasonj
Klickitat
county—Big
game
scarce,
A m erican pocket-book.”
H e says
Franklin county—3,000 western prai
away with the state championship
several y ea rs ago at this
delightbut no estimate has been made.
the codling moth and curculio apple rie chickens, 500 Bob White quail, 50
without showing his mettle, and the
ful place w ith her parents.
Okanogan county—3,000 deer, 2,500
pests
cost us
about $8,250,000 a blue grouse, 500 sage hens, 50 Chinese
contest this year was no exception.
goats,
500
wild
sheep.
During
the
1913
Mrs. Jacob
Goodfriend and her year for. spraying operations and $12 pheasants.
During the 1913 season i
Against a notable field, D. C. Rogers
daughter,
Miss Ruth, arrived last 000,000 a year in shrinkage of val- 500 western
prairie chickens were season 200 deer, 50 goats were killed in of Logansport, shooting a Remingtonthe
county.
evening to spend another season in ue in the apple crop. The chinch bug killed.
UMC Pump
gun and Nitro
Club
Valhala Cabin. T hey spent several wheat pests som etimes cost us $ 2 0 -i
Pend Oreille county—1,200 deer. 250
Garfield county—2,000 western prai
Speed shells, won the coveted honor
days in Boston attending the H a r -,000,000 a year. The cotton boll wee-1 rie chickens, 1,700 Bob White quail, deer were killed in the county during
by breaking 285 targets out of a pos
vard Com m encem ent as Mrs. G ood-lViI costs the cotton planters
$205.000 blue grouse, 2,Of 0 ruffed grouse. the 1913 season.
sible 300. Seventy-five shooters par
friend’s son, Harry, graduated from , 000,000 a year. The tree-insect pests During the 1913 season 200 western
Spokane county—300 deer. 30 deer ticipated in the ■three days’ meet,
Harvard and in a fe w
days sails; cost the nation ?i 00,000,000 a year.j
prairie chickens, 500 blue grouse and were killed in the county during the showing that there was no lack of
for
Europe
for
an
extended I"While th e grasshoppers, cut worms,. 200 ruffed grouse were killed.
1913 season.
hard fighting in the various events.
trip, and will this y ea r be miss- army worm s, wire worms, leaf hopGrant county—200 California Valley
Stevens county—3,000 deer, 27 elk. The state team championship went
ed from the m erry party o f guests pers and other insects co st the na quail, 500 Hungarian partridges, 2,000 300 deer were killed in the county dur
to Mr. Rogers and George W agner
at this hotel. Mr. Goodfriend
w ill,tion annually m ore millions than can i sage hens, 75 Chinese pheasants. No ing the 1913 season.
of Peru, Ind., both shooting the Rem 
join his fam ily in a short tim e and be counted separately.
He
urges! report o f birds killed during the 1913
Walla Walla county—20 deer, 22 elk. ington Pump gun and Nitro Club
with their old guide, Gard Hinkley.j with a]1 his great a b i l i t y ( backed by season.
Four deer and two elk were killed in shells, by a score of 559 out of 600.
will no doubt, as in years past, do thousands o f enthusiastic followers,! Kittitas county—200 western prairie
the county during the 1913 season.
Out on the Pacific Coast the inter
the honors of landing many o f the the
enactment o f legislation th a t1chickens, 3,000 Hungarian partridges,
Whitman county—None.
est in trapshooting is quite as zest
big trout and salm on that are in -win put a stop to the ruthless k ill-120.000 blue grouse, 500 sage hens, 200
Yakima county—500 deer, 69 elk, ful as in the Middle W est, and
the lake.
ing o f robins, blackbirds, doves, the ruffed grouse, 700 Chinese pheasants.
During the 1913 season 40 Oregon recently had as enthusiastic
T he wind has blow n so this week bobw hite
quail,
and insect-eating During the 1913 season, 1,000 blue 100 goat3.
that the fish erm en
enjoyed
camp shore birds.
grouse and 1,700 Chinese pheasants deer, three elk and 14 goats were a state shoot as Indiana, The cham
pionship went to Henry F. Whilon
killed.
life, piling on the big logs in the
--------------------------------were killed.
of Gresham, a sportsman whose rep
fireplace, poppin g corn, telling sto
Klickitat county—No estimate
B IR D A N D G AM E C E N S U S
ries and reading. But som e of the F I R S T
Lincoln county—2,000 western prai F IN E
F IS H
RECORD
A T PICK- utation for good work at the traps
has long since reached the East. His
IN W A S H I N G T O N S T A T E .
ladies have been the brave anglers
rie chickens, 4,000 Bob White quail
F O R D’S
score was 98 out of a possible 100.
and the lu ck y ones too, the last
6.000 Hungarian partridges, 2,000 blue
He used the same make of gun and
few days.
(Special Correspondence.)
grouse,
200 sage hens, 150 ruffed
(Continued from page two)
Mrs. B. W . Gage of Brooklyn. N.
Spokane, Wash , June 22 —As a result grouse. During the 1913 season 750 Ludeke, Hoboken, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. ammunition as did Mr. Rogers in In
Y.,
with
H arry
Nelson,
guide! o f the first bird and game census ever western prairie chickens, 250 blue J. A. Russell, Mr and Mrs. G. E. Rus diana and also— speaking of state
caught a 3 pound salmon and her taken in the state o f Washington it is grouse, 50 ruffed grouse were killed.
sell, Mr. and Mrs. W . F. Oakes, Mr. championships— the man who carried
Okanogan
county—12,000
western
daughter, Miss Margret Gage, with announced by R. B. Wales o f Spokane,
and Mrs. Ira Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. H. M c- off the highest honor at the South D a
O scar P arker, guide,
a
3 pound! state game and fish commissioner for prairie chickens, 2,000 Bob White quail, Card, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Kem.pton, Mr. kota shoot last week. This was P. J.
eastern Washington, that the counties j 400 Hungarian partridges, 15,000 blue and Mrs. W . D. Quimby, Mr. and Mrs. White of Watertown, whose score was
trout.
grouse, 60 sage hens, 8,000 ruffed M. D. Tibbetts, Mr. and Mrs. G. I.. 97 out of 100.
Edward R .
Grier
of
Hartford, east o f the Cascade mountains harbor
Conn., and friend, Sears B. Condis, 2' 485' 447 &ame birds- 14,820 deer, 163 grouse, 600 Chinese pheasants, six Kempton, O. R. Rowe, Rangeley, Me.;
Jr., of Boston have been here for a l e ^ > 2b caribou, 2.925 wild goats and golden pheasants, six silver pheasants. W . I. W hite, Rumford Falls, Me.; R. A R M Y A N D N A V Y E N J O Y T R A P 
S H O O T IN G
few
days’ outing. Mr. Grier with
wild sheep.
In eastern Washing- ; During tMe 1913 season 1,000 western H. Cassens, Belfast, Me.; A. W . Tracy,
’~ens, 1,000 blue grouse. New York City; John A . Lowell, Bos
W ill Lufkin, guide, landed a 3 p o u n d !ton . a,so , a re, uncounted rainbow trout, j prairie c
i eastern brook trout, bass, crappies, 11.000 ruffeu grouse were killed.
ton, M ass.; Mr. and Mrs. M B, Kaven.
trout.
Not only On land is trapshooting in
Pend Oreille county—50 western Beverly, M ass.; Miss F. M. Pierce,
T h e best fish story and the big- Perc^» bullheads, sunfish, whitefish,
vogue, but also on the seas. An in
prairie chicken, 300 Bob White quail, W est Bovlston, , Mass.; Tester Ellis
gest fish, Mrs. C. H. Fresbie o f Nor- sa^rnon> sturgeon and carp.
creasing number of United
States
450 Hungarian partridges, 1,500 blue and Fred Hoar, guides. D. F. Appel,
This
is
one
o
f
the
first
censuses
of
w ich, Conn, has to her credit , Bob
warships carry traps and the other
grouse, 300 ruffed grouse, 250 Chinese F. T. Partridge, Brookline, M ass.; W i l 
Martin, guide. One day she
land- the kind ever taken in the United
necessary equipment for the enjoy
ed a 3 pound trout and the next it i States, according to Mr. Wales, and it pheasants, two golden pheasants. Dur liam Porter, guide. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. ment of the sport by both officers and
I
ing
1913
season
350
blue
grouse,
3,200
! Perkins, Methuen, Mass.; Ira Huntoon men. Breaking “clay pigeons” is a
was a 5V2 pound salmon that took was m ade.by count.y ^ame wardens and
j ruffed grouse and 50 Chinese pheas guide.
Arthur E. Nye, Worcester. sport in which many hours arc passed
her hook, and then gave a free ex-! their assistants in accordance with
ants were killed.
Mass.; Herbert Moore, guide. Harry when the big sea fighters are lying
hibition o f high jum ps and long runs, plans outlined by the United States
Spokane c o u n t y -3,500 western prai S. Lee, Boston, Mass.; Dr. C. P. Stuarr,
before he could b e reeled to the n et. government.*
at anchor waiting to take part in m a
rie chickens, 800,000 Bob W hite quail, Rangeley, Me.; Mr. White, Boston,
Spokane
county,
with
800,000,
leads
This gam y salm on was sent hom e to!
7.000 Hungarian partridge, 6,500 blue Mass.; James Crawford, Boston, Mass., neuvers or are otherwise not engaged
be tlie p roof o f the adventure, w hich in " umbf r o f Bob White tIu ail ™ 8
actively. The clear-sky “background”
the party, regretfully leaving Camp ; county also heads the list in number o f grouse, 800 ruffed grouse, 200 Chinese R. M. Crawford, Phoenix, Arizona; afforded makes the shooting of the
fishing licenses issued last year, with pheasants, 22 golden pheasants, four Fred B. Dale, Orlando, Fla., Charles
Comfort on M onday
m orning will „
„ ,
i silver pheasants, two Reeves pheas Toothaker, guide. A. W . Dobin, Bos targets a bit easier than is the case
6,008.
have to tell.
T he party includes 6' 008- , The
Tbe game fund
f,un,i, oo ff Spokane
Spokane
on many trapshooting club grounds.
county is $5,251,80, the largest in east- ants. During the 1913 season 700 west ton; Mr. and Mrs. George L . Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Fresbie, Mr. and
,
Clay “bird” shooting is a favorite
ern
prairie
chickens,
7,500
bob
white
and two children, Lawrence, L. I., N.
ashington.
Mrs. W .
B. Y oung
o f N o r w t e li> f n
J1 W
Washington
pastime also among
army
officers,
In this county 426 pairs o f Hungarian quail, 15 Hungarian partridges, 1,500 Y : Mr. and Mrs. Emde, New York
Conn., and their friend, Mrs. Nich .
and clubs have been
organized
at
blue
grouse,
2,000
ruffed
grouse
were
City.
ols of P rovid en ce, R . I ,
who pIan I Partridges were purchased and ibera
many of the posts in the United
ted during the last year, while 250 ! killed.
to return another year.
Stevens county—3,500 western prai- N I G H T T R A P S H O O T I N G M A T C H E S States and our insular possessions’.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. D. Barnjnm o f pa.rs of the same kind o f birds 25 dosManila is not too hot or Alaska too
BY A U T O M O B IL E L IG H T
Srie chickens, 11,000 Bob White quail,
Boston, and Mr.
and
Mrs.
O rris en ,Palr9 o f Bob W h,‘ e <lua' 1’ 10 doze" 9.000 Hungarian partridges, 16,000 blue
cold for the soldiers to enjoy the sport
Vose of Madrid w ere here this w e e k i8™ 1^ Partridges and four pairs of
grouse, 14,000 ruffed grouse, 1,600
Trapshooting after dark by means that brings memories of home.
while on an autom obile trip.
eastern prairie chickens have been purChinese pheasants.
During the 1913 of automobile lights! This is not a
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Oppenheim er, chsse,l ^ the county and are to be libseason 500 western prairie chickens, mere fancy, though perhaps it started H I G H H O N O R S FOR S O U T H E R N
erated soon.
three children and maid o f far
aTRAPSHOOTERS
4.000
blue grouse, 6,000 ruffed grouse, as such, but an accomplished fact.
Estimates o f big gam e in eastern
way San A ntonio, T exas, are very,
,.
, ,
.
Every little while there is something
, ^
,
.
. .,
,
_, .
’ W ashington revealed conditions sur 40 Chinese pheasants were killed.
Two of the most important trap
happy here in one o f the lo g cabins,
. .
. .
Walla Walla county— 11,231 western new under the sun; here is the latest
prising to Commissioner W ales, as it
shooting
occasions in the Southland’s
to remain all summer, and are great-:
was generally believed big gam e was prairie chickens, 11,137 Bob White quail, in the sporting world— with neither
calendar for the year, the state shoots
ly pleased with
M aine and life
13
California
Valley
quail,
two
Califor
sun nor moon.
practically extinct in this section*
in Maryland and Mississippi, attract
here at The Barker.
For the first, time anywhere
a
Ferry county reported 5,000 deer and nia Mountain quail, 328 Hungarian
Capt. Barker spent part o f the
ed even more interest .and attention
partridges,
8,000
blue
grouse,
1,112
tournament with artificial light from
week in Portland.
j 20 caribou;
.
„ - - Okanogan
- ,
, and _ Stevens
,
. .
Chinese pheasants.
During the 1913 automobiles was recently held at Los than usual. This sport seems to be
Mr. and Mrs. W m . F. H ick ey o f !
8"?°° de*r “ ' h: , Ct '.'T .bl" ' season 4,233 western prairie chickens
growing rapidly in popularity with
Angeles, Cal. Excellent scores were
Cambridge Mass, are among the new ?POk.ne. Chelan
G.rhekl, Kittitas,
Dixie's
sportsmen.
At
Baltimore,
three
Bob
White
quail,
5,600
blue
made. The possibilities of after-dark
! Pend Oreille and Yakima counties re
comers, w ho are much pleased with
where
the
shooters
of
Maryland
grouse,
three
Chinese
pheasants
were
trapshooting which are suggested by
ported deer in numbers ranging from
gathered and competed, D. F. Mal
killed.
this remarkable event are pretty a t
100 to 1,200 each.
Whitman county—3.000 western prai tractive to sportsmen who are looking lory of that city captured the state
The com plete report o f game birds in
M APS O F M AINE
championship by breaking 97 targets
the counties o f eastern Washington, as rie chickens, 7,000 Bob White quail, for more targets to break and more
out of a possible 100, shooting Nitro
RESORTS A N D ROADS !compiled by Game and Fish Cotnmis- 500 Hungarian partridges, 1,000 blue worlds to conquer.
Club Speed shells. In Mississippi the
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries I 8j0( er Wales and on which his report to grouse, 50 Chinese pheasants. During
This is how it happened:
‘W ild
for maps o f the fishing regions o f the the next meeting o f the Washington the 1913 season 800 western prairie Bill” Ruess and J. H. McDuffee, fre palm was won by G. M. L. Key, who
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow 
shot a Remington Pump gun and A r 
chickens, 200 blue grouse were killed.
legislation will be based is as follow s:
quent visitors to the traps, started
ing maps:
row Speed shells for a score of 92
Yakima county—2,500 western prai
Adams
county—1,000
western
prairie
.50
the ball rolling. A s trapshooters will,
Franklin County
out
of 100.
rie
chickens,
20,000
Bob
White
quail,
.50 chicken, 1,000 Bob W hite quail, 150
Somerset County
they fell into a dispute as to which
Oxford County
Hungarian partridges and 50 Chinese 200 California Valley quail, 500,000 was the better shot. Ruess claimed
Piscataquis County
California Mountain quail, 3,000 Hun
! bo pheasants. The report also shows that garian partridge, 30 scaley partridge, the honor for Ruess. McDuffee claimed
Aroostook County
400
western
prairie
chickens,
were
.50
Washington County
it for McDuffee. Of course, the prop
20.000 blue grouse, 2,500 sage hens,
1.00 killed during the open season o f 1913.
Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in
er method of breaking the deadlock
.35
Geological map o f Maine
Asotin county—100 western prairie 10.000 ruffed grouse, 800,000 Chinese was to try out the question at the
.35
R, R. map o f Maine
pheasants.
During
the
1913
season
300
.35 chickens, 20,000 Bob W hite quail, 2,000 blue grouse, two ruffed grouse, 40,000 traps.
So there they went:— with a
Androscoggin County
.35 sage hens, 3,000 Chinese pheasants.
Cumberland County
large company to see the fun.
I In O ne" Oil Has No Equal
Chinese
pheasants
were
killed.
.50 25 Bob W hite quail and 10 Chinese
Hancock County
ailing trigger, lock, every action part. D oes
It was evening, however. Friends
The estimate on big game in the
.35 pheasants w ere killed *during the sea
dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum, harden
Kennebec County
ollect dust no matter how long gun sta n d s.
.35
counties of eastern Washington shows who had listened to the discussion de
Knox County
a One” clean* out the residue of burnt pow der
son
o
f
1913.
.35
clared it would tee impossible, under,
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
astounding
figures
on
many
kinds
of
ick or smokeless) after shooting, leaving the
Columbia c o u n t y - 400 western prai
.50
rel clean and shiny, aIt actually penetrates
Penobscot County
the conditions, to break more than
pores of the metal, forming a delicate per.3o rie chickens, 450 Hungarian partridges, game that was considered to be practi
Waldo County
five
targets
out
of
twenty-five.
lent protecting coat that is absolutely ~ <
.35 9,000 blue grouse, 2,000 ruffed grouse, cally extinct in this part of the county.
York County
ervious to water or weather, N c acid.
W ith the lights from two automo
„ A test will tell. Write for sample
Okanogan county is the leading divis
e e bottle,
3 IN 1 OIL COMPANY
W B R A C K E T T C O ., 600 Chinese pheasants, 175 wertern prai ion of eastern Washington for big biles trained at cross angles above
124 N ew St., N ew Y ork.N .Y.brie chickens, 5,000 blue grouse, 500
the trap house, Ruess took his place.
game.
The
detailed
report
of
the
game
ruffed grouse and 100 Chinese pheasants

J.
Phillips
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venting its rising to the surface.
honey should be scattered around the spot,
The muskrat is the most easily caught but not directly over the pan. Then,
of our animals, the best being to set the starting at two or more distant points
By Dr. Leonard Keene Hirsberg, A.B., trap about two inches under water, where strike long circles around to the trap,
the well-worn and easily seen paths lead dragging a piece of raw meat after yon.
M.A., M.D., (Johns Hopkins).
from the pond or stream. I f the rats are A fox striking one of these trails is al
It
is
at
this
time
of
the
year
that
furs
Lake Parlin House and Camps
most sure to follow it to the trap and be
are in prime conditions. During the scarce and the runways not so well de
caught.
fined,
bait
consisting
of
roots,
apples,
warm
months;
from
about
March
until
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Another good way is to set the trap in
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley November— it is entirely useless to trap, carrots or even a portion of the flesh of
a spring that does not freeze over, plac
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
as all animals shed their hair at the ap the muskrat should be placed above the ing it about an inch below the water.
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Pailin and the" 12 out ponds in the
trap as described, it being best to have Place moss on it so that it will rise
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly proach of spring and have thin, dull coats
above water. Then place the bait over
fishing the whole season The house and until fall, when nature again comes to the trap hidden under water.
the trap in such a way that in taking it
camps are new and have all modern conven
In skinning cut from one hind foot the fox will put his foot on the moss to
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock their assistance. A thick new growth of
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
down the leg to the rump and on to the prevent stepping into the water.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun bright fur is then begun, which reaches
.------------------------------------------ ■--------------»
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
its prime about December and remains in opposite foot. Draw off over the body,
leaving the skin 4‘ inside out ’ \ Care
this condition throughout the winter.
Write for booklet,
H. P. M cKEN N EY, P ro p rietor.
Jackm an, Maine
Of the animals which interest us most, should be taken in the operation, as the
probably only four or five exist in suilici- skins are tender and the meat tough. The
ent numbers to justify our efforts at trap skins, without turning, should be placed
ping, viz: The muskrat, racoon, mink, on stretches made of one-half inch boards
And get the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state sliunk, and fox. Of these the muskrat, with rounded edges, about 20 inches long
- ■ - ■
■
or “ musrat” , as you’ll generally hear and of wedge shape, tapering from six
through May and June. For particulars write
Inches at the wide end to about five and j Safe and Sane Fonrlh of July Cel
him called, exists in greatest numbers.
Indeed, there is hardly a stream or pond one-half inches at a point five inches from !
ebration Planned by
that does no.t contain its quota of these the other end. The remaining five inches
little animals, and many a farmer has of the smaller end should be rounded or
Men’s League.
sworn vengeance on them because of their pointed. Draw the skins tightly on this
Opened when the ice is out.
One of the best places in Maine for real way of burrowing in banks. ’They drain and fasten with a couple of tacks to hold
Log Cabin Life, any time o f the season. Good clean beds, board and boats. his ponds, make surprising inroads on his in this position. They should then be
(Spec al Correspondence.)
scraped of superfluous meat and should be
adjacent cornfield and dig dangerous pitRangeley, June 23—Mr. and Mrs. G.
W rite for booklets to
dried in a shady place away from the
W. Richardson o f Taunton, Mass., and
H. W. MAXFIELD, Prop., Rowe Pond, Maine. falls for the cattle in his pasture field by
sunlight or excessive heat.
this unending burrowing.
Mrs. Wm. Cording o f Newton, Mass.,
PIERCE POND CAM PS. Salmon w eighing up
In catching the mink a little more care j are visiting relatives in town.
,
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
Muskrats are especially numerous in the
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds.
is necessary, owing to the greater cunning j Mrs. E. I. H errick and Mrs. Ah
tidewater counties of Southern Maryland,
Send for circular and reference.
RANGELEY, MAINE
C. A. SPAU LDIN G. Caratunk, Maine.
vah Sprague left Monday morning
from which thousands of pelts are shipped of this little animal.
Though not amphibious, the mink to visit their brother, Edwin who
T h e G a rry P o n d G a m p s
annually to the various markets. Most
haunts the banks of streams, getting met them at Farmington with his
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout of the hunters are familiar with their
much
of its food from the water. Of auto. Mr. and Mrs. J. Lyman Hun‘ ‘ Huts ’ rising in groups like so many
fishing and good accommodations.
F I S H I N G
course,
as we all know, it is not averse toon who have been visiting the lat
townships, from the ponds and marshes.
Send for Booklet.
AT
to taking a fat pullet from a neighbor ter at W estbrook returned home MonH E N R Y J. LANE, Prop.,
They are wonderfully prolific, bringing
ing henroost, and so it, too, is the farm
Miss Maude Soule is spending a
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. forth from six to nine at a birth three
er’s sworn enemy.
a t S p r in g L a k e
few
days at her cottage and is en
times a year, the first 4‘ kittens ’ ’ all rais
^Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
It is particularly fond of fish, however, tertaining her niece.
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
ing
a
litter
in
the
early
fall.
g
JONES’ CAMPS
and seems to have a marked preference I
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
The Mens’ Improvement League
Before discussing the muskrat in par
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
Fine trout and salmon Ashing. ticular, however, a word as to the methods for speckled trout, although it likewise are making elaborate plans for a
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
preys upon birds, mice, frogs, and safe and sane Fourth of July celebra
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake Good accommodations for ladies of trapping. By far the most satis
its hunting by night. In catching minks, tion. Games of all kinds and water
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring and gentlemen.
Address
factory way is the using of the steel
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
if one of their holes cannot be found the sports are being planned and at noon
GEO. C. JONES,
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
trap. Many trappers have used the
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Mosquito,
Maine.
trap should be set near a stream. Make a picnic dinner and old
fashioned
Aillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
14fugure 4 ’ ’ deadfall with more or less
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
a hole in the ground, or beside a tree or clam bake will be enjoyed.
The
success, but this method takes much time
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
COTTAGE TO R E N T ' in preparation, is clumsy, to say the least, stump. Barricade three sides with clams will be furnished, but each
stones or logs. Put the bait in the hole one is requested to bring his pic
For the Season of 1914
S A D D LE BA C K L A K E CAMPS.
In the
and having killed an animal, leaves it
and place the trap in such a position that nic dinner.
R angeley R egion. Booklet.
Efficient committees
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake. frequently to be devoured by another
Hem on S. Blackwell, Dallas. Maine
One o f the best log cottages on the ‘ ‘ varmint ’ ' that happens to be prowling the mink must pass over it to reach the have been chosen to care for the
bait. A springing pole should be used several features of the celebration
lake and in ideal location.
Completely
JIM P O N D G A M P S
furnished, running water, baths and in the vicinity.
here. The trap should De concealed by and it is hoped that everyone will
Select only such makes of traps as have
IN DEAD R IV E R REGION.
everything in first-class condition. We
a covering of dry leaves, wood, dirt or join in and make this the best cele
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard have several other very desirable Sum a small pan or 44treadle ’ ’ as all animals
the
feathers from a bird or chicken. It bration ever.
Further announce
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write mer cottages on and near Rangeley should be caught by the foot. With such
is skinned in the same manner as the ment as to the exact meeting place
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
a trap the animal's foot must be near the
for booklet.
able prices.
muskrat and stretched similarly on a and final plans wrill he made later.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
center of the open jaws in order to spring
Furbish & Herrick.
board correspondingly longer and nar
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
Mrs. Guida Nile and two children
them. With a large pan there is the
Insurance apd Real Estate,
rower.
who have been visiting at
Fann-jp
Rangeley,
Maine.
possibility of the anim al.Gcing its foot
Raccoons are best taken by placing the ington
returned
home
Tuesday
on the extreme edge an
having it
W E ST
END
RANGELEY 1’ AVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE thrown out by the nearest'er-w in closing. trap on the bank of a frequented stream night.
and by using bait of fresh fish or salt
On Rangeley Lake.
HDTEL
The quarterly
meeting
of
the
Never, under any consideration, place the
cod, which they can scent at a great
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
Franklin
County Medical Associat
|
bait
on
the
pan,
as
it
is
not
the
intention
Tavern all year. Lake View House
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. route.
distance. They are not very cunning,
Tuly 1 to Oct.
ion met at Rangeley, June 19.
It
or desire to catch the animal by the head.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
and their keen appetite and wonderful
Portland,
Maine
is planned to have the June meet
An
animal
taking
the
bait
in
this
way
is
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
sense of smell will prove their undoing.
Raugeley, Maine.
ing, rather in the nature of a social
likely to pull the bait away from the
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
They are skinned by tipping down the
gathering. Friday noon the doctors
trap, which is exactly the opposite effort
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
legs and down the belly from rump to
and their families, the party num
needed to release it.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
SPENCER JA K E CAMPS
head. Cut around the nose and claws
Again, the animal’s attention should when removing skin from those parts, bering 25 dined at Stratton, making
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
Best o f Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large not be attracted to the trap, but, on the leaving them on the skill. Stretch the the trip in automobiles. Friday ev
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for contrary, should be diverted from it as
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
skin uniformly tight on a piece of board ening a banquet was enjoyed at the
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm. much as possible. The bait should be so and trim off "small, uneven pieces.
American plan. Send for circular.
Dry Rangeley Lake House, followed by
Send for Booklet
W. H. BEAN. Proprietor.
placed that when it is being taken the away from the sun and heat.
a dancing party at the casino which
Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.
animal must place its foot on the trap.
The nmcli-despised skunk, or polecat as was attended by invited friends. Mu
Camps at Long
The best way of accomplishing this is generally called, is another animal that sic was furnished by Mrs. C. B. Har
Pond.
Many
by either placing it above the trap on a is comparatively easily caught, and one ris, piano and Cecile Brown, violin.
out-lying ponds, On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
secure stick or by putting it in an aper muskrats. It is a great rambler and does The committee in charge were Dr.
—Best o f hunting—Special rates for
Write
S. C. HARDEN,
June, September, October and Ncyem- ture in such a manner that the quarry which yields a fine pelt, can the courage G. L. Pratt, Farmington and Dr. F.
Rangeley, Maine ber—Write for Booklet.
will have to step over the trap to reach it. be mustered to brave the ordeal of killing i B. Colby. A universally fine time
A springing pole or a sliding pole will and skinning. It requires little skill to I was the verdict.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Pleasant Island,
Maine. be necessary to prevent the animal from catch them, providing their holes or the j
Carroll Marble
is
greeting old
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeieys. Best fishing region.
amputating its leg and making its escape. fields in which they feed can be found, friends about town after spending
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
A springing pole can be made from a the chief difficulty being in killing them the past few months in the Canad
CAMPS A ND COTTAGES
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
small tree if one happens to be near the after they are trapped without catching ian Northwest.
DEAD R IV E R REGION
spot where the trap is to be set. Trim a charge of their powerful, disgusting and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Libby of Phil
At Hon. F. E. Timberlake’s Camp
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
ail the branches from the tree or sapling highly protective ‘ ‘ perfumery. ” Most lips and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Libby of
shore o f
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca “ Marsquamosy” on the
to the desired length, so that it can be trappers approach the trapped animal
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting Rangeley Lake, the host entertained bent over, allowing the tip to reach nearly very stealthily and strike it a hard blow Waltham, Mass., were recent guests of
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. cn Sunday his son, Leon F. Timber- to the trap. I f no sapling is handy a aeross the back near the tail. This par Mr. and Mrs. William Nelson.
Mrs. Hannah Ross o f Farmington is
lake, W . H. Porter, E. C. Corey, C.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
pole of sulficient size and strength should alyzes the muscles used in ejecting the visiting her daughter, Mrs. Rolla Too
E Files, of Portland, A. C. Raymond,
be firmly sunk into the ground to answer secretion. Needless to say, the longer the thaker.
and E. H. Mather of Boston.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
the purpose. Bend the pole over and fast pole used in the killing the safer the trap
Grand L ake Stream , W ash in gton Co., Me.
E. I. Herrick enjoyed a short vaca
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
en to it the chain ring on the trap, then, per. Sot the trap in the hole or in the tion trip to Kennebago recently.
vacation and hunting country.
Wm. M. Cunningham and family of with the pole, in its bent position, secure field frequented and cover with light loose
N orw ay Pines Honse and Camps, D obsis Lake
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Proctor, Mrs. E.
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for New York have arrived for the sea it to another tree or a stake driven into earth, around which scatter small pieces P. McCard and Miss Alice Sweetser
machines. From there one can take steamer to son at their beautiful summer home
the ground in such a way that the animal of fresh meat. Skin and cure in the same enjoyed an auto trip to Eustis recently.
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
fng, fishing and vacation section o f beautifu on the lake shore.
in its endeavor to escape releases it. This manner as described for muskrats.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Griffith of
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
By far the most wary animal is the fox, Limestone are guests of William Tom
R OSE. Manager, Princeton, Me.. Dec. 1st to
can •be easily arranged by catching the
April 1st.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Smith and lit bent pole in a slight notch in the stake although his proverbial cunning can be linson.
RANGELEY LAKES
Bedford Cory has returned home
tle daughter o f Commonwealth Ave., mentioned. The animal will thus be met and overcome if care and prudence
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
lifted i'high and dry’ ’ away from the in planning the capture are observed. It from the northern part o f Maine where
Boston
are
at
their
camp
above
for free circular.
possibilities of escape by its own efforts is a nocturnal feeder, and Its pelt varies he has been employed during the spring
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
Mingo for the season.
in quality from that of the coarsest dog months.
or of being eaten by another.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
In catching amphibious animals such as to the finest sable, according to species
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Ross made a
A t “ Barbarine
Bungalow” near the muskrat the sliding pole may be used. and climatic conditions. By far the com
hsning begins about June 1. Send fo r circular.
business
trip to Lewiston Monday, re
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., Greenvale, Miss Barbara
Nelson o f These animals when caught immediately monest in this vicinity, however, is the
Upper Dam, Maine.
turning in the evening. They made
Portland is entertaining a charming plunge into the wa^er, and by using this red fox, as well known to huntsmen. It
the trip by auto.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
trio of Wheaton College girls, Miss method the latter fact is taken advantage averages about three feet in length and
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish have
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, Mary Rich, of Portland, Miss ' Muri of to drown them. Cut a pole 8 or 10 weighs from 15 to 25 pounds. Extreme
been
spending a few days at their Ken
best trout fishing in Maine.
el Payson of Thomaston and Miss feet long, leaving enough branches on the care must be observed in planning the
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
nebago camp.
V. Warren o f Caribou. Wednesday smaller end to prevent the chain ring capture. First, to kill the smell of steel,
Mrs. Julia Morrison has recently had
RANGELEY LAKES.
morning at 4 o’ clock the fair ang slipping off. Place the small end of the cover the trap with blood, which can be a piazza added to her house.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section. lers were on the lake and Miss Rich
pole in the deepest part of the stream. done whenever animals or chickens are
G. M. Esty, Wilmont Patterson and
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
that was Slip the chain ring over the other end of being killed, or the trap may be heated O. R. Rowe have been improving the
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write caught a 3 pound salmon
fo r free circulars to
game, and every time the fish jump the pole and secure this end to the bank and covered jyith beeswax. It should be appearance of their houses by a fresh
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain,
Maine
ed out of water the young lady gave by a hook or crotched stick driven into attached to a clog—a piece of wood coat o f paint.
the college yell, which called the the ground. See first that the ring will weighing about eight pounds. Set in
Miss Hildred Robertson, Lucille Har
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
traverse the entire length of the pole loose ashes, wool, dirt or moss, and be ris and Charles Gibbs of Lewiston and
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why nearby campers from dreamland.
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
freely. The animal upon being caught careful to pack this covering lightly under Harwood Childs of Tilton, N. H., are
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Mrs. Stephen Wheatland of Salem, will plunge at once into deep water, caus the pan and over and around the jaws. spending the summer season with their
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
Brush the surface of the earth in the
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. Mass, is entertaining friends at Camp ing the ring to follow along the pole. immediate neighborhood with a feather respective parents.
Caprice, her beautiful place on the Having a short chain attached, it will or brush, so that it will appear perfectly
Harley Morton is the guest of his
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
GUY CHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine shore of Rangeley Lake.
soon cause the animal to drown by pre natural. Scraps of fried meat dipped in brother, Ralph.
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TRAPPING SPORT

BUNKER HILL

C O M E TO O T T E R PO ND

George H. McKenney, Prop.,

Caratunk, Maine.

ROWE POND CAMPS

YORK C A M P S ,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

John earville’s Samps

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

\ DAY OBSERVED

